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1§1. HISTORICAL NOTE
In the beginning Durbin and Watson gave us the test,
Which was then often used when it was not best,
To rescue us all from this foolish behaviour,
James Durbin again appeared as our saviour.
... for in 1970 he produced a paper containing a test for serial
independence valid in the presence of lagged endogenous variables.
The basic statistic of the Durbin Watson test is
/ \  A
" lut-i U kP —  7S. Jk
Eut-1*
where [Ut] is the series of ordinary least squares residuals. In the
/\
absence of lagged endogenous variables p is an asymptotically efficient 
estimator of p. But not so in their presence. Till Durbin, this had 
not been fully realized. An incorrect distribution had been assumed
and a test with misleading probability of Type I error derived therefrom.
/\
The derivation of the correct distribution for p was merely an 
application of a more general theory. This thesis consists, in 
essence, of an application to a range of specific problems this general 
theory - which is therefore gratefully acknowledged.
2§2. INTRODUCTORY NOTE
It may validly be asked why we should worry about serial correlation. 
The following paragraphs give one reason for such a preoccupation.
Consider the familiar linear regression model
Y = X3 + U
Where each element Ut of U has arisen from a distribution with mean 0 and 
variance 0. If the covariance matrix of U is scalar, it is well known 
that ordinary least squares is the optimal strategy for estimation of 
3. On the other hand, if the covariance matrix is non-scalar, 
generalized least squares is the best strategy.
IThe cause of concern is the set of covariances [E (Ut Ut )]. How 
does one decide whether they are large enough to have to worry about 
generalized least squares? Because one can extract a scalar constant 
from the covariance matrix without affecting the value of the generalized 
least squares estimator, it is clear that it is the size of the 
covariances relative to the diagonal term, most easily quantified in 
terms of the correlation coefficient, that is important. Weight is 
lent to this conclusion in view of the fact that whereas the covariance 
is not scale invariant, the correlation coefficient is.
Since T observations is insufficient data to yield meaningful 
information on the values of T - 1 independent correlation coefficients, 
we need to specify a relationship between these correlation coefficients 
involving only a relatively small number of unknown parameters. A 
reasonable way of doing this is to specify a relationship between the 
errors [Ut] themselves which will in turn imply a relationship between 
the correlation coefficients. The most common such relationship is 
the first order autoregressive model. If [Et] is a white noise process, 
this model is
Ut = p Ut-1 + Et
3§2 a. An introductory section in which is
contained a discussion on the adequacy 
of the first order autoregressive 
model (AR(1))
Perhaps the major source of serial correlation in the errors of 
regression models is the omission from explicit consideration of 
significant variable s that are themselves serially correlated. To 
see the effect of such an omission consider the case where the true 
regression equation is
Yt = aYt-1 + ßiXit +32X2t + Et; Et ~ n (O,02)
£
But we omit X2t and try to fit the model 
Yt = dYt-1 + 3iXit + Ut
Then Ut = 02X2t + Et. If X2t is serially correlated then so is Ut.
In fact if X2t = 0X2t-l + pt, then the serial correlation induced into 
the errors of the model we try to fit is
Ut = Et + Ut ( (2a.1)
How well does the simple model Ut = pUt-1 + Et act as a proxy with 
respect to (i) detection of the presence or absence of serial correlation 
and (ii) explanation of the nature of the serial correlation?
Assuming X21 independent of X^, its omission, from an estimation 
viewpoint, is only a cause for concern if it results in the errors being 
serially correlated to a significant extent. More specifically we can 
say that the ommission of X2 t will only be a cause for concern if 32 
and 0 are of such a size as to cause a significant correlation between 
Ut and Ut—1 (all other correlations necessarily being smaller if 0 < 1). 
But under the (mistaken) belief that Ut = put-1 + Et is the true model; 
p is equal to the correlation between Ut and Ut-1. This model focuses 
our attention on the relevant correlation coefficient That this is
4fortuitous is immaterial. The fact remains that we will use an 
estimator of the true correlation coefficient as our estimator of p.
That, under the true model (2a.1), p is not the correlation coefficient 
does not harm us. Therefore the model Ut = pUt-1 + Et is likely to
at least do well in detecting the serial correlation induced.
The ability of the AR(1) model Ut = put-1 + Et to act as an 
adequate proxy for (2a.1) as far as explanation of the serial correlation 
is concerned is another matter. If it is to be adequate than at least 
it should predict adequately. We indicate that one could not be confident 
that this would be so.
To this end, note that
Ut = Et + I ^ L
=> (I-0L)Ut = (I-0L)Et + B2ht.
But Zt = (1-0L) Et +02t|t, being the sum of two independent moving average 
series of order 1 (MA(1)), has a representation as a single MA(1) series 
(I-AL)Ct (see for instance the paper by O.D. Anderson [2]). So we have
(I-0L)Ut (I-AL)^t (2a.2)
Ut = (I-AL) (1+0L +02L2+ — ) £t
= (I + (0—A)l + 0(0—A)l2 + — ) ^t
E {utut} = e { (I + (0-A)L + 0 (0-A) L2 + — ) £t}2 
= (I + (0-A)2 + 02 (0-A)2 + —  ) a 2n
= (I + (0-A)2(1 + 02 + 04 + — )) ay
[I + 0- A)1-  02] y
Also
5E(utUt-1} = E [ (1+(0-A)L+0(0-A)L2 H— )£t) (1+(0-X)L+0(0-X)L2+-)£t-l)]
= ((0-X) + 0 (0-X)2 + 03 (0-A)2 + — )
= ((0-X) + 0 (0-X)2 (I + 02 + — ) a2
= [(0-X) + 0 (0-X)2 ] G2"ITe*“ n
Hence Corr(Ut,Ut-1) E{UtUt-1} EiutUt}
(0-X) (1-A0)
1 - 20X + Xz
A
Now given Ut, Ut-1, —  and an estimate for p, p say, the AR(1) 
model would predict Ut+1 via the equation
Ut+1 = put.
Following from the discussion above indicating that p will be an estimate
of the true correlation coefficient, here calculated to be (0-X) (1-A0) 1-20 + X2-
prediction is in effect via the equation
Ut+1 = (an estimate of (0 —X) (1—X0)) Ut /0
”  2 0 - “ F -  ( 2 a ' 3)
From (2a.2) , the proper prediction should be
/\ A A A A A  A A A
Ut+1 = (0-A)Ut +X(0-X) Ut-1 + X2 (0-A)Ut-2 + -- (2a.4)
/\ /\
where 0 and X are estimates of 0 and X.
In comparing the two predictions a general statement is not possible; 
except, perhaps, to say that it does not seem possible, over the range 
of values of 0 and X and {ut-1, Ut-2, — } to show that the predictions 
given in (2a.3) and (2a.4) will be the same or even close. One could 
not be confident that the AR(1) model will predict well enough. Even if 
only because of this shortcoming, one can safely assert that the AR(1) 
model will not be an adequate proxy for explanation of the true serial 
correlation described in (2a.1).
We have indicated that if X2t = 0 X2t-1 + pt is omitted then the model 
Ut = put-1 + Et is likely, if not to adequately explain the induced serial 
correlation, then at least to detect it. But what if X2t = 04X2t-4 + Et?
6This is more likely if (X2t) represents a series of quarterly measure­
ments on the series X2 . The serial correlation induced is then
ut = Et + 3i nt
1-0
But according to this model Corr (Ut, Ut-1) = 0 so that the model 
Ut = fJUt-1 + Et will tend to accept the hypothesis of serial 
independence when correlation does exist. In this case an alter­
native error model Ut = P i+Ut-4 + Et will do a better job of detection.
The two examples given above are very simple. In fact it is likely 
that more than one significant variable will be omitted. It is always 
possible, though, to derive the serial correlation model induced.
For example, if Xit = OiXit-1 + Ut and X2t = 64X2 1-4 + £t were both 
omitted the model induced would be
TTi- - ^2 -rj- £t + Ut + EtI-04L^ s 1-0iL
with an alternative representation as an ARMA(5,5) series. Again either
(I- piL)Ut = Et or (I-p4L4)Ut = Et is quite likely to detect the
correlation, but neither to explain it.
We have established that the omission of significant variables that 
are themselves significantly autocorrelated will probably lead to sig­
nificant autocorrelation in the errors; probably^because it is possible 
to obtain a configuration of significant parameters which will yield a small 
correlation coefficient .
For example consider again the case of a first order autocorrelated 
variable being omitted. From (2a.1), this induces the following 
correlation model
Et + $2I-0L ut
So E(UtUt) = E[(Et + 32(1+ 0L+02L2 + -) Ut)* ]
= a 2 +32 2 (1+02 + 0'*+ -)a2e u
assuming Et and Ut serially uncorrelated and independentof each other. 
- 2So E(UtUt)
7Similarly E(UtUt-l) = E [(Et+02 (1+0L+02L2+-)nt)(Et-l+02 (1+0L+02l3~)nt-1)]
= 022 (0+03+0 5+ — ) Ü 2n
It follows that the correlation coefficient is
2 2
corr (Ut, Ut-1) = Ti-e!)a%n+
0
(1-02) + 1 
ß2 V 2
2 G 2 2where r2 = — ^  is the signal to noise ratio. If r2 is very small,
°  E
the correlation induced by the omission of X2t will be small irrespective 
of the magnitude of 0 and 02.
On the other hand, a more serious possibility arises. It is 
possible that even with a small 02 , the correlation may be large. 
Evidently the correlation must be less than or equal to 0. But if r2
is very large, it could offset a small 02 to the extent that the 
correlation is very close to 0.
If we start with the model 
Yt = ßiXit + 02X2t + Et
2with X21 = 0X2t-l + r|t, and if we let r approach infinity by letting 
Op approach 0, in the limit we obtain the deterministic model 
Yt = BiXit + 02x2t
If X2t is omitted, the error induced is Ut = 02X2t 
The serial correlation in the error is then 
Ut = 0Ut-l + 02nt
The correlation between Ut and Ut-1 is then 0 irrespective of the value 
of 02 •
The implication of the last two paragraphs is that even if one 
correctly omits an insignificant variable from a regression equation, 
significant serial correlation may be induced.
8The practical implication of this is that when one is working with 
the type of variable that tends to be serially correlated, as one 
typically is in econometrics, one should naturally allow for serial 
correlation. That is, it should be usual to incorporate serial cor­
relation into the errors of the regression model rather than vice versa.
Consider the other reasonably easily quantifiable source of serial 
correlation; namely measurement error. This is also particularly 
likely to occur in an econometric context since economic variables are 
difficult to measure exactly. Let the true relationship be 
Yt = ßxt + Et
But we cannot observe Yt directly. Instead we observe
Yt1 = Yt + £t (2a.4)
and perform the analysis with this Yt1. Then the actual regression is 
Yt1 = ßXt + Et + £t
and the actual regression error is Ut = Et + £t. Now it is eminently 
possible that we will consistently (under) overestimate Yt. Then 
serial correlation will be induced into the E,t and hence the Ut.
We propose to suggest a model to explain the time series behaviour 
Yt and conjecture on a reasonable model to explain the time series 
behaviour of Yt1. Since (2a.4) in effect defines £t as Yt1 - Yt we 
can then derive a model for the time series behaviour of £t and hence 
for the regression errors Ut.
If the time series behaviour of Yt is described by 
Yt = 0Yt-l + nt (2a.5)
one might conjecture that the consistent overestimates Yt1 behave 
similarly. Assume
Yt1 = 0Yt-l1 +At (2a.6)
Notably we have assumed that the autoregressive parameters in (2a.5)
and (2a.6) are the same.
9It follows from (2a.4) that the serial correlation induced into the £t is
£t = Yt1 - Yt
= OYt-i1 + At - 0Yt-i - nt 
= ecYt-i1 - Yt) + At - nt
So
Ct = 0^t-i + At - nt
Thus Ut, being the sum of an autoregressive series and an independent 
series, has a representation as an ARMA series.
So if one accepts the logic tying (2a.5) and (2a.6), it seems valid 
to conclude that if an ARMA model of appropriate degree were specified 
for the errors in the regression model, it would substantially compensate 
for both multiple omissions and measurement errors.
10
§3. A Section in which we discuss
Durbin's test for serial independence
So it is eminently possible for serial correlation to be present 
in the errors of regression models. A good analyst will therefore 
concern himself, once confronted by a set of data, with whether serial 
correlation is actually present. The standard test for serial 
independence (in the presence of lagged endogenous variables) is 
Durbin's test, described in Durbin [8], and briefly reproduced here.
The model is
Yt = a Yt-1 + ßxt + Ut (3.1)
Ut = put-1 + Et ; Et h/ N(0,a2) (3.2)
A
We wish to test Ho : p = 0. If {ut} is the series of residuals resulting 
from OLS on (3.1), then the estimator of p used is
~ _ Eut-l Ut 
Z ut-1
Let U be the n.w. element of
(3.3)
j- p lim 1
1> -> oo t d 2
w e - 1  » * »  r 1
where ^ is the T dimensional vector (X1...XT ) and ^-1 is the T 
dimensional vector (Yo ...YT-1).
Then under Ho /r p is
Ho, T p 2 has a
1-U
asymptotically N(0,1-U). it follows that under
A
distribution. Substituting an estimator U of
U which is consistent under Ho, this allows us to test Ho.
/N
Durbin's breakthrough was not so much the estimator p used - it 
had always been used; rather the derivation of its correct distribution. 
And to do this, Durbin considered the problem rather more generally.
A model has two sets of parameters denoted 9^  and J^. The likelihood is
A
L ,^ ). if oo is some prespecified value of ^ and J3 is the maximizer of
/s
, what is the distribution of that estimator ^ of ^  obtained as 
/\
the maximizer of L(g^  J^) ?
11
In the remainder of this section, we look at the method used by 
Durbin to obtain this distribution, remark on the result and finish with 
a brief discussion of the power of Durbin's test.
The crucial step in Durbin's derivation is an expansion via the 
mean value theorem. Consider such an expansion about the true value 
(XT ) of (x , 3) .
/\ /s
0 = 3£(gto,,g ) = 3£|xt ,Jj*r ) + (£-jgr )32 Ity* ,%*) + (ao-ar) 32 £(40*,^ *)
(3.4)
0 3£^,jg) A= 9A #(gr ) + (£-£x)32£(^**,^**) + ( ^ y  )32 £(w**,Z**) (3.5)
where £ is the log-likelihood and 
3|F(Xo ) _ 3|F(X)(a) 3x 3x
(b) (i) (^*, j^ *) lies between j^ to, J3) and (XT , ]3r )
A A
(ii) (^**,7,**) lies between (x , J3) and )
The indeterminateness of (^ )*, Z*) and(^f*, ^**) clearly makes it impossible,
/\
via this method anyway, to find the distribution o f g e n e r a l l y .  The
A
exceptional case is when ^otT = ao. It can easily be shown that both ^
/\
and 3 are, then, consistent estimators. It follows that asymptotically
%
both (j^ 3*, ^*) and (üj**, ^**) are equal to the true values ) .
Fortunately, this is all we need to be able to test the hypothesis 
^T = Q\o.
In apparent contradiction to what has been said above, Durbin has 
stated that under the hypothesis that otT = ao + - ^  > f°r fixed ^  [si -c(© 
has an asymptotic distribution which is N( -A lC'y,A 1(A-CB 1C I)A x)
r \J
where I = [^,^] is the information matrix corresponding to (^).
The reason for the conflict has to do with the peculiarities of 
asymptotic theory. It is clear that when Durbin[8] reduces the equation
(4) to (in my notation)
12
J<J + C'^ ~ B /T (£ - $ )  = 0 (3.6)
he has used the fact that (t)*, Z*) equals (£XX , j^r ) . In effect he
A
has used the fact that asymptotically (g^ o, J3) = fxx , ) . This is
+true since OtT %
y
Y equals qsymptotically. Durbin has
~7t
assumed that 't is zero asymptotically.
/ t
yOn the other hand, when Durbin substitutes ^ for Jtxr - j^ o)
V t
in equation (3.4) to arrive at (3.6), he is using the fact that in
Ypractice T is always finite and so ^ non-zero (though admittedly
✓ T
small). The mere appearance of in (3.6) testifies to this implicit 
assumption.
The point is that neither is wrong. But if Durbin was to be
Y
consistent in deciding whether %  was zero or just small, the apparent
TT"
conflict would not arise.
This sort of thing is done again by Durbin later in his paper [8].
In section 3, when using elements of the information matrix in calculating 
the test statistic, some of the quantities used are the calculated 
probability limits and others finite sample estimates. For example, the
off diagonal terms of the information matrix are expressed partly in
_ pJLim 1 Y-i E and p.lim 1 x 'e . ,terms of t, —  % x 'v ^ . These clearlyT— >oo t T — >oo t are zero.
Other elements are expressed in terms o f ^ , ^ ™  ^  ^-1 ^-1 ' ^  ~-l ^
. p.lim 1 X ’X. _and  ^ —  %  % These do not have such an obvious numerical value.•p— >00 p1
Rather than evaluate them as is done with the term p.lim 1 Y*x ET — >00 rp
instance, the consistent estimates ^  ^-1 etc., are used. The
logical difference in the treatments of the two terms is clear. It 
is this that may be the reason for Durbin's h statistic sometimes not 
being calculable due to having to take the square root of a negative 
number.
Another view of what Durbin has done is that for large T,
X,ax% is close to cl o. So I evaluated at a point between oar and+ 7 t ----------- -c
(^ o must be very close to I evaluated at ^ x . One therefore has a close
13
approximation to the distribution of ^ .
A
At any rate the point is that the distribution of ^  is exact for 
Q(T = Q(o and closely approximate for close to^o. Arguably the latter
clause is somewhat trivial. One does not know the distribution of ^
/\
generally. One does not know the distribution of p (defined in 
(3.3)) under the alternative hypothesis p = 1. There is a temptation
to argue that if we have a thousand observations we need only let 
Y = /1000 and then we have the distribution under the alternative 
ax = ao + 1. But the argument in the previous paragraphs clearly 
shows that this cannot be done. It is the size of ^ that is important
/ t
- T must be large relative to
/N.
If we do not know the distribution of under any alternative 
hypothesis how can one, as does Durbin, talk of the power of a test based
-A.
on ^  ? Durbin claims that his test has the same asymptotic power as the 
likelihood ratio test. How do we reconcile this with the previous 
discussion?
The likelihood ratio (LR) test is the most powerful test of one 
simple hypothesis against another. If the alternative is composite 
and no uniformly most powerful test exists, the likelihood ratio test 
might be preferred on the grounds that it is locally most powerful. 
Against one sided alternatives this is tantamount to having out of all 
tests at ^ocr = £jto the maximum slope of the power function (See Cox & 
Hinkley [4]).
Since consideration of local power is consideration of alternatives 
in a very small neighbourhood around the null hypothesis, one can 
justifiably discuss Durbin's test in this context. One knows the 
approximate distribution of Durbin's statistic for alternatives in a 
small neighbourhood around the null hypothesis. Hence Durbin's result 
on the asymptotic equivalence of the power of his and the LR test yields 
only that his test is locally most powerful.
14
How attractive this property makes a test is somewhat questionable. 
The consequences of rejecting Ho in favour of an alternative in such a 
small neighbourhood around <^o are surely not too great. Far more 
important is greater power in rejecting consequential alternatives which 
may be false.
Consider the Durbin estimator more generally. Using an argument 
very similar to Durbin's, equation (3.4) and (3.5) will yield the result 
that for scalar a and 3
/ T ( a-ax ) n ( c**c* / t (do -ax ) , 1a**b* a**2
(a** 2C * *  )
b* (3.7)
a*c
< c„b * > “ d I**
a**c'( c**k** ) are 1 evaluated at (oo*,Z*)where I* 
and (U)**,Z**) respectively.
We compare the estimator with one that is known to be good.
Hence consider the maximum likelihood estimator (M.L.E.) described by
/ t ( a MLE - a x ) ^ N o, (ax - cx 2 ) - 1
where I ( ax cxÖT
The relative variance is
b X
) is I evaluated at (ax, 3t ) .
(3.8)
v (a)
v(tW
(a** -
*2 X’
(  T -  b X  >
3  **2
Under the hypothesis ax = ao, this reduces to
X
(^  - bx )2 
ax 2
(3.9)
or (1 - Fr )
where Ft is the correlation between a and 3.,TT-, under the hypothesisMLE MLE
car = a o .
The first point to note is that this is less than one, possibly 
greatly so. This may appear to contradict the minimum variance pro­
perty of the MLE. But the MLE is minimum varianced only in the class
A
of unbiased estimators: and a is far from unbiased. In fact the most
/\
notable characteristic of a is its bias. True that under Ho : ax = ao 
the bias is zero (asymptotically). But saying that for some value of a
the bias is zero is not the same as saying that the estimator is unbiased-
15
In the latter case the bias is zero for all possible values of a.
As one deviates from ax = ao, it becomes unclear as to whether 
the variance ratio is still Less than one. It depends somewhat on 
the relative sizes of a** and . One may conjecture, though, that 
in the case where T is substantial, it is likely that the variance ratio 
will be less than one.
Let us say that it is not surprising that Durbin's test is locally 
as powerful as the likelihood ratio test. At OCX =ao, the Durbin
/v /\
estimator a has a smaller variance than a and zero bias.MLE
As one deviates from OtX = ao, even significantly, it is likely that
the variance V(a) remains smaller than V(0l ). On the other hand theMLE
A
bias of / t o. certainly increases. In fact the bias becomes very 
significant relative to the variance because, as is obvious from (3.7), 
it is inflated by the ^T factor. However, the impact on power is not 
immediately obvious.
The question of power is of primary importance to us. Unfortunately, 
it is not one that I have been able to give a definitive answer to.
However in specific cases one may be able to make an educated guess at 
whether Durbin's or a test based on the ML estimate will be more powerful. 
Actually our aim should be to decide whether the Durbin test is 
sufficiently powerful relative to the ML test for it to be worthwhile.
The following discussion indicates how one could go about making 
an educated guess. I emphasize indicate because no definitive answer 
is obtained. First we obtain a result on power generally. We then 
use this for a specific model to examine the relative merits of the Durbin 
and ML test.
Consider the case of testing the null hypothesis Ho : OX = ao 
against the alternative Hi : ax = a-i. We base the test on an estimater
/s
a of a which n (]i (0) , CT2 (o) ) under Ho and N (y ( i ) , cf2 (i) ) under Hi.
A /\
If the test is one-sided so that we reject Ho if a > to with a
significance level y, then
16
Y = /
1 (X - y (o))
cr (o)/ai e 2a (o) d X
/
'ka- y(o) 
a(o)
l
/2tT
I  *2
e 2 dX
Then k = kx} - y (o) is a constant determined only by the significance 
0( o) /\
level independently of a . Power is
1 <x - U(D)2 dx/s -------  e 2 (1)
kx a(i)/27r
00 1 o1 - X2 d,X/v --- e 2
ka - y d ) /2tt
a(i)
“ 1 - i X2 dx= / --- e 2
p /2tt (3.10)
where p = ka - y (1)a (l)
ka (o) + y (o) - y(l) 
a (1)
In our case we find that if we use Durbin's estimator a, or since
/\
we are in the asymptotic context, /t a 
y (o) = /t a o
yd) = / t (ao - ( V  + / r a t
a2 (o) = 1 (ao - co 2)ao2 bo
a 2 (1) 1 (a** - c**2 )I**2 b*
where (w*, Z*) lies between (ao,3) and (a: , 3r ) and (u)**,Z**) lies between
/\
(a, 3), and (a, ,30 and Io = ( . ) is I evaluated at (ao,3 0 .1 co bo
17
So the P value corresponding tc/Tot is
P (a) k a** ( ao - Co^/bo)
(a** - c**2 /b*) / 1-r
/ä** /T(l-r**) txo-al) (3.11)
where a**b* and F ** a**b*
On the other hand it is evident from (3.8) that the p value corresponding
A
to / t a %Mr „ is MLE
P (cW
where Il
(a, - c r / b l ) 
(ao - Co"1 /bo)
/t ( ao - a i ) (3.12)
ai (1-ri)
( a i ) is I evaluated at ( a i , ßr ) and Ti ci b 1
ci
ai bi
From (3.10) we deduce that the estimator with the smaller p value will 
provide the more powerful test of Ho : a T  = a o  against Hi : ai = a l .
On comparing (3.10) and (3.12) one is tempted to suggest, in view 
of Durbin's conclusion on the equality of the power of tests based
Y Aon a  and ot „ that if we let a , - a o  equal --- , then p (a) should 
MLE, /T
be equal to p(a £ ). In fact this will not be strictly accurate in
Yview of the previous discussion surrounding equation (3.6). If —  is
/ t
large, p(a) and p(a^ ) will likely be significantly different. If
/ t
is very small so that a j is very close to ao, then P(a) will be
very close to Remember, Durbin's conclusion of equal power
is only for alternatives 'a! close to the null a o  and is only
A A
approximate anyway. That be c l°se to P(°0 is clear
from the fact that in defining (3.10) we use
p(a) k a(o) + y(o) - y(l)
a(i) 0 (1 )
a- k x 1 + 0
since if a is close to ao, 0(1) ^ cf(o) and h(o) a. y(l). Similarly 
for p(a ). It is also approximately equal to k. For a i = a o ,
p (a) P ^  MLE1
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Generally, it is difficult to say anything definite about the
/\ /\
relative values of P p ) and P(a ). This is partly because ofMLE
the indeterminate nature of (03*, Z*) and (03**, Z**) and partly because 
the relative p values will undoubtedly vary according to the true 
values of unknown parameters. The first terms of p, that is the ratio 
of standard errors under Ho and , do not depend on whether the 
variances themselves are high or low. We would prefer an estimator 
whose variance under Ho is low relative to its variance under Hj . We
/s
know that V(ot) is low under Ho but it is difficult to say anything
definite about the relative sizes of the two variance ratios.
Although the first terms might conceivably be large, one would expect
the second terms to be the crucial ones because of the large /t factor.
a* * 1The comparison is essentially between -— — (1 - T**) a n d  —  _ . .1 —I ä 1 (1~1 1 )
The larger of the two leads to greater power since fcxo - 0^) is
negative (we are considering a one-sided test with > ao). So the
(i_r * *) a**Durbin test is less powerful if ------ —  a^  (1 - 1^ ) is less then
one. Granted that T* and T** are different, it would seem that the size 
of this ratio is going to depend largely on whether a^l - T' ) and 
a**(l - T**) are greater or less than one. We can see this by writing 
the ratio as
i - r** a**(i - r**). a (i - r ) 0.13)
g _ p**
Although general conclusions on a comparison between ot and a 
are difficult to make, we can get further with specific examples. 
Consider the model
MLE
$Yt-l + Ut (3.14)
Ut = aut-l + Et Et % N(0,02) (3.15)
It is, in essence, no different to the model we started with in (3.1) 
and (3.2). Then in Maddala[17] it is shown that
l-OC2 /
P.lint I (Yt-1 - aYt-2):
gu_>oo ^ c = l-a 3
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Furthermore, in Maddala and Rao [18] it is shown that
E(Yt2 ) = g ;(l-a2) (1-3 T(l-a3)
E (YtYt-l) G2 (a +B )(l-a2 ) (1-3") (l-a $)
From whence we have that b 1I^ß2 - so r
(l-a2 ) (1-32)
(l-aß ) 7-
Consider the quantity a(l-F) which, we have hinted, is likely to 
play a crucial role in deciding on the relative merits of the two tests. 
In terms of the parameters of the model (3.14) and (3.15), we can express 
a(l-T) as
1 , _ (l^x2 ) (1-32 )
1KX2 [ (l-a 3)2
This is less than one if
(1- a 3)2 - (1-B2) (l-a 2) < (1-a2) (l-a 3) 2 (3.16)
iff
2a2 + 32 - l - a 2 32 - 2Dt33 + a 432< o
So the question is whether the function
z = 2a2 + B 2 - l - a 232 - 2 a 33 + a 432 (3.17)
is predominantly positive or negative. The easist way of seeing this 
is by expressing Z as a quadratic in 3
z  -  32 (i - a 2 + a 4) + ß(-2 a 3) - 1 + 2a2 
a= -2~> z = ß2 (1 ~ h  + + 3 ( -H ) -  1 + h
z = o => 3 =
1 1 I 2 6
4 — ^  I 6_____ 1_6
ZJ>1 6
=> 3 = 0.95 (since we only admit positive 3). So Z is
negative for all {(a,3) = (^ ,3), 3 < 0.95.} A similar argument
shows that if a is 1, 3/4 , h and 0 then z is negative for 3 less 
than 1, 0.94, 0.98 and 1 respectively. So a(l-D will almost certainly
j1 * *
be less than one. Despite the factor and the fact that a**(l-T**)
is not exactly a(l-T) evaluated at some point, one could be reasonably 
sure that the ratio (3.13) is less than one.
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On the other hand for 01 = h, the minimum value of Z is about 
for ß = 2/ 1 3- If we let X denote the LHS of the inequality (3.16) 
and Y the right, then Z = X - Y and the relevant quantity a(l-F) is 
X/Y. At worst Z = - Fora = h, ß = 2/l3, Y = 1 1/i 7. So X -Y =
/22Y => /Y = /22 • This gives an idea of how small a(l-T)
is and thus a quantitative as well as qualitative indication of the 
difference in power.
A further indication of the sort of information we can glean despite
A
the inherently non-determinate context is the following. Let ß be the
A A
OLS estimate of ß in (3.14). Let Ut be the residual and a be the OLS
estimate of a from Ut = aut-1 + r|t. So a is the Durbin estimate 
of a. Then it is shown in Malinvaud [19] that and
1*— >00 _L T* pt Uk-/\ L 
p.lim a _ aTßr(ßr + ax)
rj1 -->0O If ax and ßr are both greater than zero, then1 + ßrax
in the limit ß > ßr and a < 0^  . Now since w** lies between a and
ax it follows that (j o * *  • In our example a = /1 -a is an
increasing function of a so that a** <_ a • As fate would have it, this 
does not allow us to say anything definite about the variance ratio 
(3.4). Were aT _< a** we would have been able to conclude that the
ratio was less than one.
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§ 4 In which we apply Durbin's test to 
Alternative Models
In the introductory section 2a it was suggested that the first order 
Markov alternative to serial independence was often not adequate. It 
was shown that under fairly reasonable assumptions, the actual serial 
correlation model was likely to be either autoregressive with higher 
order lags or autoregressive moving average.
Given the specific nature of the behaviour of the omitted variables, 
it is easy to determine the appropriate error model to use. Unfortunately 
we can never be sure of exactly what variables were omitted or their 
behaviour. We need, therefore to specify a general alternative to 
serial independence which will do a reasonable job of detecting and 
explaining the serial correlation, no matter what it actually is.
For instance if we use an alternative like Ut = p Ut-k + Et, how
K.
do we decide what k to choose. On the one hand if k is too small
we may not detect higher order serial correlation (for example if
second order correlation exists, there is no reason why we should
detect first order correlation - i.e. no reason why Pi should be
significant). On the other hand if we make k too large we may also
not detect the true correlation since if first order correlation exists
then for example, third will too, but not as significantly.
In view of this, and the moving average nature which seems to
characterize the true error models, an obvious improvement over
rUt = Ut—1 + Et would be models of the form Ut = • £..p.Ut-i + Et1=1 i
hoping that a significant correlation between Ut and Ut-i would be
/s
reflected pretty well in a significant p_^ .
Therefore, with some justification we follow up the suggestion in 
Durbin [8] and apply the test set forth in section 3 to these more 
general Markov alternatives. We wish to test Ho : p i = p2 = . . . =
Pf = 0 in the model
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Yt = E ct Yt-x + E B.Xti + Ut t . 1 lT=1 1=1
(4.1)
Ut = E p. Ut-i + Et , Et ~ N(QCT) 
i=l 1
(4.2)
Let the number of observations be t = 0, . ., T and let {ut ; t = m 
be the residuals resulting from OLS applied to (4.1). Let p =
,T}
(pi, . ., p r ) be the estimators obtained by applying OLS to
 ^ r /s
Ut = E p Ut-i + Et 
i=l L
(4.3)
For the last stage there are only T - (m + r) observations over which to 
sum (see (4.4)). Although the test is asymptotic so that T is assumed 
very large, in practice this is often not so. Therefore there may be 
some restriction on the size of- m and r so as to keep the number 
T - (m + r) large enough to make the test at least approximately valid.
Then p is the 'Durbin' estimator of
lLet a = (0t ! , • • ' V
3 = (3i, • • V
P = (Pi, ..,pr)’
(P', i _ I ia ,3 ) and 6and Y = p     = (x ' , 3' ) ' . Let L (Y) be the likelihood 
function for the basic random variables {Et} and let the associated 
information matrix be
A B C  
B'D E 
C'E'F
^ p.lim - 1_ 3 ~ logL (Y)
T ->°° T 9 "y9 Y'
where A i s r x r ,  D i s m x m  and F is k x k. Then under Ho the
asymptotic covariance matrix of p is
-1-1A a - [b ; c ] D e '-1 "b ''
. E'F. C 1
it follows that if Io = I evaluated under Ho, then under Ho
-1(T - (m+r) )p ' A - [B ; C ] ‘d e - l 1 B 'o o ' o o o o
e 'f C '- o o , L o
Ao P~
i s ’^ 2r. Since Io will in general be a function of the unknown
parameters a, 3 and O  = V(Et) we cannot use the form above. But
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under Ho the OLS estimates a , 3 and G2 = 1 £ Ut2 will be consistent
T t=m
/v/s /\
estimates of a, 3 and G2. If Io = Io with the consistent estimates 
mentioned above substituted for unknown parameters then under Ho
A. /\
(T - (m+r)) p ' A
- A  A
- 1
/s
A - [B ;c ] D E Bo o o' o o o o
/s /\
e 'f CL o o J o
1 -1 ✓s /\A p O
is asymptotically if) r (by the extended Cramer convergence theorem) .
The likelihood function associated with the model described in 
equations (4.1) and (4.2) is given by
L(Y)
(/ 2 TT' G )
T-(m+r) exp.
T-(m+r)
- 1
2G t=l
(4.4)
assuming Et ^ N 0,G )
=> log L( Y;h2) = k (G2) - 1
2 G:
T-(m+r)
Z
t=l
(Ut - p.Ut-1 - .. pfUt-r)
Noting that Ut = Ut , 3) , the log-likelihood is easily differentiated
with respect to Y*
In Durbin [8] it is shown that if Y-i is the (T - f > \ ) x 1 vector
Y . m-i
f
1
for i = 1, .  .  ,  m, and Xk is the (T -hl.) x 1 vector
a ' ,m,k
V
. V i
for
Z = [Y-l I .... ! Y-mJ XiJ... J Xk] is the (T -»71) x (I'A + K) data matrix,'N/
then
(i) Ao Ir
(ii) D E o o
e 'fl o o .
= p . 1 im. 
T->°°
1
(T-m) G 2
(iii) C is o the (r x k) zero matrix
(iv) B is the (r x m) matrixo
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1
Yi
^2
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
Y , Y - Y -r-1 r-2 r-3
where Hh is the coefficient of ZJ in the power series expansion of
(1 - a,z - ... -a zm) 11 m
AC = 0  reflects the fact that each p . is asymptoticallyo l,MLE
Auncorrelated under Ho with each 3, • The form of B means thatk,MLE o
A /\p. „„„is correlated asymptotically under Ho only with a forCT <i.l, MLE *  *  2 j T >MLE _
It is this fact which accounts for Durbin's assertion that with a first
order Markov alternative (to serial independence) the introduction of
further lags on the endogenous variable does not essentially complicate
his test. p . „ is only correlated with a . . On the other handl,MLE i,MLE
the form of shows that this desirable property does not hold when the
error model has higher order lags.
Given the general formulation of Durbin's test and bearing in mind
that we have already recommended that r be as large as possible, since
attention was originally drawn to the need to consider error models
other than Ut = Ut-1 + Et because of the increasing use of quarterly
data, the specific examples of Durbin's test to be given will concentrate
on the case of r = 4
For r = 4, B is the (4 x m) matrix o
10
1 0 0 0 .. . . 0 [B10 '
Ot 1 1 0 0 .. . . 0
1 2+ 0i2 1 0 .. . . 0
3 + la  p . z +  ot 3 a i 2 + c t 2 a i 1 .. . . 0
4 x 4  upper triangular and B^q is zero. The test
statistic is then
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(T - (m + r))P 1 (I4 - Bi q j B ' ) P ^  <p2 (4)
where J is the upper LH ( 4 x 4 )  submatrix of
1
(Z’Z)
(T - (m + 4)cT
-1 with 02
T-m
Ut and
T - m t=l
is with the ax 's replaced by the OLS estimator.
In practice some of the 's and p.'s will be specified a priori 
to be zero. In this case the relevant columns and rows respectively
are omitted from B So in general the dimensions of B are aso
follows: number of p^'s not specified a priori zero by number of a T 's
not specified a priori zero. For instance, if the alternative is
Ut = p .Ut—1 + p.Ut-4 + Et, the second and third rows of B are l 4 o
omitted to yield
B 0 0 0 0 0 . . .  0
Ot j 3 + 2 Ot i0t 2 + Ot 3 0tj2+ 0t2 Ot i 1 Q . . . 0
J is as before - the upper LH (4 x 4) submatrix
If, as well, a 3 is specified zero and Yt-3 is not included in the 
regression, then we omit the third column of B^ to obtain
a i3 + 2ctia2 a j2+ a 2 1
0 0 
0
(zero has been substituted for ot 3 in the general expression for B ).
In this latter case Z = [Y-l, Y-2, Y-4 ... 
and J is the upper LH (3 x 3) submatrix of
Y-m; X! ... Xk ]
(Z'Z)
(T - (m + 4)Cb
-1
T-m
with O’" 1 Ut as before.
T-m t=l
A further case sure to be used in practice when confronted with
quarterly data is the alternative Ut = p^Ut-4 + Et. For the regression
model as in (4.1),
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B = [oil3 + 2aioi2 + a 3, a !2 + a 2 , a i 1,0 _ _ o 1o
The test statistic is then
A
(T - (m + 4) P 4 2 ^ p 2 (1) (4.5)
A
1 - U
where if J is the upper LH ( 4 x 4 )  submatrix of (Z'Z) andJL________  A
(T - (m + 4'fj Q2
is the OLS estimate of the i element of Bq , then 
4 4
U =  Z Z X. J. .X.. . ... i id 3i=l 3=1
Finally when testing for serial independence of the errors of the
k
regression model Yt = aYt-1 + Z ß X + Ut against the alternative
k=l k tk
Ut = put-4 + Et, the appropriate test statistic is
(T - 5) p z „ 
1 - (T-5)V(tt) OL
"u p 2 (1)
where V (a) is the variance of the OLS estimate of a with
A
3 substituted for a and ß.~ (JLo ~
OLS and
It is interesting to compare this to the test derived by Durbin 
for the alternative Ut = put-1 + Et. For this case the appropriate 
test statistic was
(T - 2) p2 ^
1 - (T-2) V (a )a 0
^ P 2 (1)
Generally for the alternative Ut 
statistic will be
A
(T - (r + 1) p 2
7s 7T Al(r-l)
pUt-r + E t , the appropriate test
1 - (T- (r+1) V <pt ) a
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§4a In which we present a simulation
study of the power of Durbin's test.
In section 3 we attempted to investigate the power of Durbin's 
test by analytical means. Another possibility is by an empirical 
study. In this section we report the results of such a study using 
artificially generated data.
The model looked at is
Yt = CXYt-1 + ßxt + Ut 
Xt
Ut
Axt-i + n t f v ( n t ) = 
put-4 + Et , V (Et) = a 2
(4a.1) 
(4a.2) 
(4a.3)
Specifically, we have investigated the performance of Durbin's test 
of Ho : p = 0. The test statistic is as in (4.5) with m = 1.
Following the reasoning of Maddala and Rao [17], we will assume that
2
O 2 2it is through T = U that 0 and O may have an effect on the
a 2 n ee
probability of making Type I and Type II errors. Also we assume that 
3 will have no effect on the probability of making these errors. For 
the duration of the study we let ß = 2.
The parameters, the effects of which we will investigate, are then 
r, A, ot, p and the number of observations T. We let T take the high 
value 25 and the low value 5. We let A, a and p take the values 
0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 in turn. We let T take the high value 100 
representing 25 years of quarterly data and the low value 20. We 
have not looked at what happens when there are further lags on Yt in 
(4a.1) and Xt in (4a.2). It is quite possible that if the auto­
regressive model (4a.2) were fourth order the conclusions regarding 
the effects of A would be different.
Firstly consider the probability of making a Type I error. We 
let p= 0 and look at the proportion of times the hypothesis Ho :
P = o is accepted. In the following table 4a. 1 the entries 
represent the number of times the test statistic (4.5) is less than
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3.84 in 100 replications. If X 
distribution, then P r (X < 3.84)
2is a random variable with a (1)
95
100
T =
A = 0 . 3  A = O.i 
a  = 0 . 3  97 96
r  = 5 a  = 0 . 6  92 93
0i =  0 . 9  95 96
a  = 0 . 3  93 96
T= 25 a  = 0 . 6  94 93
CL = 0 . 9  94 94
Table
20 T = 100
A = 0 . 9 A = 0 . 3 A = 0.6 oii
94 96 96 96
95 95 95 95
95 96 96 95
95 95 97 95
93 96 96 93
95 96 95 94
4a. 1
For a given A, a, T and T, if the test statistic actually has a ’p 2 (1) 
distribution one would expect an entry of 95 in Table 4a.1. Strictly 
speaking this would not be sufficient to prove that the test statistic 
actually has a ip (1) distribution but we do not pursue this point.
The first point to note is that for T = 100 the results are as expected. 
For T = 20 it would not have been surprising to find the entries 
significantly different from 95 because for T = 20 one could hardly 
expect the test statistic to be '{j (1). Yet, we are pleasantly
surprised to find the entries not markedly different from 95. From 
the point of view of the 0.05 percentage point, even for T = 20, the 
test statistic seems to be nearly 'j) (1).
Since the correct significance level seems approximately to have 
been attained for both T = 20 and T = 100, we can interpret 1 - 
Pr (Type II error) to be the power of the test. We can then compare
the power of Durbin's test with the power of any other with the 
appropriate significance level.
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In the following two tables the entries again represent the number 
of times, from 100 replications, that the test statistic is less than
3.84. We now have p equal to 0.3, 9.6 and 0.9 and the entries
indicate the number of times a Type II error was made; that is, the
number of times the null hypothesis Ho : p = 0 was incorrectly accepted.
T = 20
f}=0. 3 P=0.6 p=0.9
A=0.3 A=0.6 A=0.9 A=0.3 A=0.6 A=0.9 A=0.3 A=0.6 A=0.9
ot=0.3 84 82 85 50 52 52 12 15 16
F=5 Ot =0.6 82 83 78 55 55 55 13 13 15
a=o.9 91 90 90 57 55 55 14 16 18
a=o. 3 84 83 86 51 50 50 14 14 15
r=25 a=0.6 81 83 78 55 54 54 14 13 15
p II o vo 89 89 91 56 54 55 18 21 18
Table 4a.2
T =: 100
p=0. 3 p=0.6 p=0.9
A=0. 3 A=0.6 A=0.9 A=0.3 A=0.6 A=0.9 A=0.3 A=0.6 A=0.9
a=0. 3 15 15 18 0 0 0 0 0 0
r  =5 a =0 . 6 17 15 17 0 0 0 0 0 0
p II o VO 18 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 0
a=0.3 14 15 15 0 0 0 0 0 0
T=25 a =0.6 16 16 18 0 0 0 0 0 0
P ii o VO 18 19 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 4a.3
Evidently A and T have an almost negligible effect on the
probability of making a Type II error. The number of errors does tend
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to increase with increasing a though this effect is not terribly 
pronounced. The variables with by far the greatest effect on power 
are, not surprisingly, p and T. In fact the most striking aspect of 
the two tables 4a.2 and 4a.3 are on the one hand the atrocious per­
formance of the test when T = 20 and p = 0.3 and on the other its 
seeming infallibility when T = 100 and p = 0.6. The extreme difference 
in performance between the cases when T = 20 and T = 100 is a little 
surprising in view of the fact that for T = 20 the correct significance 
level was very nearly obtained. Perhaps the latter aspect is the more 
surprising.
In view of the fact that T = 20 is very low and T = 100 is very 
high and that the performance of the test differs markedly between 
these two values, it would be of interest to investigate values of T 
in between these two extreme values. Hence contemplate Table 4a.4.
For it we have kept A =  0.6, ot = 0.6 and F =  15. Again the entries 
are the number of times, from 100 replications, that the test statistic 
is less than 3.84.
T = 20
p = 0.0 93
p = 0.3 83
p = 0 . 6  55
p = 0.9 13
Table 4a.4
= 40 T = 60 t = :
94 97 95
59 45 15
11 1 0
0 0 0
We have assumed that the values for T = 15 are about the average of the 
values for F = 5 and T = 25. This is not a strong assumption because 
the values for T = 5 and T = 25 (with a = A = 0.6) are as close as can 
be anyway.
The most notable aspect of Table 4a.4 is the significant improvement 
in performance as we increase T from 20 to 40.
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The most pleasing aspect of Tables 4a.2, 4a.3 and 4a.4 is the almost 
infallible performance of the test for T = 60 and P =0.6. One further 
small table is of interest. Let a = X = 0.6, T = 15 and T = 100.
The entries in the following table are the number of times the test 
statistic, from 100 replications, is less than 3.84.
p = 0.3 15
p = 0.4 3
p = 0.5 0
p = 0.6 0
Table 4a.5
The most disturbing aspect of the results presented in Table 4a.4 
is that for T less than about 50 and p less than about 0.4, we can expect 
to incorrectly accept the null hypothesis more than half the time.
Because we know the distribution of the ML estimator of P under any 
hypothesis, we can, for large samples, give the power of a test based on 
the ML estimator by analytical means. We know that if the parameters 
are divided into two sets a and 3 with corresponding information matrix 
, then the asymptotic distribution of the ML estimator ot
of Ot is given by
/v , — — i/t (a - a) ^ N(0, {a - c 'b ) (4a.4)MLE
(compare with equation (3.8))
We intend only to look at the model
Yt = aYt-1 + Ut (4a. 5)
Ut = pUt-4 + Et , V(Et) = o2 (4a.6)
We conjecture that the exclusion of an exogenous variable will not 
significantly affect power. For the simulation study of Durbin's 
test we implicitly assumed that ß (defined in 4a.1) has little effect
A C
C 'b
by letting it be 2 for the duration of the study. Also we found that
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A and F had no significant effect on the power of Durbin's test.
Let the information matrix corresponding to / p\ be /a c\
l o t /  l c  b /
Then a = p.lim 1 £ (Yt-4 -aYt-5)^
T ->°° T 0 ?
which equals (using results in Wallis [27])
(1 + a 1 (1 + a 4p) - 2g. g (1 -to2p )
( 1 - a 2 ) ( l - p  2 ) (1 -g  4 p) ( l" -g 2 ) ( l - p 2 ) ( l - g 4p )
which in turn equals 1
l - p 2 (4a.7)
Also b = p.lim 1 £ (Yt-1 - pYt-5)2
T ->°° T O 2
Again using results in Wallis [27] we find that this equals
(1 + p2) (i -tg4p ) - 2p. (a 44p ) (1 +a4p )
(1-a2 ) (1- p2 ) (1-a4 p) l+a4p (1-a2 ) (l-p 2 ) (1-a 4p )
which equals
1 -a" (4a. 8)
Lastly c p.lim 1
T- >°° TO ‘
£ (Yt-4 -aYt-5)(Yt-l - pYt-5)
This equals
a (a2 4p ) pa (1 -na2p ) a ( a f+p )
(1-a2) (l-p*) (1-a4 p) (1-a2) (l-p2) (1k x 4 p) (1-a2) (l-p2) (l-<x4p )
+ ap(l +a p)
(1-a2) (l-pz) (l-g 4 p)
which equals 1 - g  p (4a.9)
Again let N( y (o),G2 (o)) and N (y(1),02 (1)) be the distributions
of /r a under Ho and Hj. Assuming a = 0 . 6  and T = 100, considerMLE
testing Ho : p = O against Hi : p = 0.3. Then using equations
4a.4, 4a.7, 4a.8 and 4a.9, we have that 
P(o) = 0
y (i) = /t p = 1 0 x 0 . 3  =
1 
4
a2 (o)
a2 (i) / 5
3
The P function defined in equation (3.10) is
kO (o) +0 (o) - yi (1) = k x 1 + 0 - 3
0(1) 0.9
For a test with significance level 0.05, k = 1.64. So P =
-1.51. The power of the test is then (see equation (3.10)).
oo -i^ x2
f --7 dx = 0.93
-1.51 /2r
The first entry of Table 4a.5 indicates that the power of Durbin's 
test for p = 0 when p actually equals 0.3 is 0.85. Although the tests
have the same local power, it appears that p = 0.3 is not in the locality
of p = O. On the other hand the powers of the two tests is pleasingly
close.
The results on the power of Durbin's test for T = 50 andp = 0.4
are more disturbing than one at first realizes. We would always like 
the probability of making a Type II error to be small. But usually 
this is not our primary concern in hypothesis testing. Within the 
Neymann-Pearson theory ones preoccupation is with Type I error. It 
is this that we can control and keep rare. Implicit in the whole 
theory is the assumption that to make a Type I error (rejecting the 
null hypothesis when it is true) is more serious than to make a Type II 
error (accepting the null hypothesis when it is false). Yet this is 
clearly not the case when we are testing for serial independence.
Accepting the fact that we have an adequate theory for analysing the 
serially correlated model, it is preferable to incorrectly reject the 
null hypothesis rather than to incorrectly accept it. This is because 
if the null hypothesis is incorrectly rejected, this is likely to show 
through in subsequent analysis. On the other hand if the null hypothesis 
is incorrectly accepted subsequent analysis is much less likely, at
least much less suited, to indicate this fact.
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It follows that in cases for which the Durbin test does not have good 
power its usefulness is highly questionable. This statement can be 
emphasized in view of the fact that Hatanaka's technique for estimating 
the serially correlated model (see the next section 5) is really pretty 
simple to carry out. Possibly this makes any hypothesis testing for 
serial independence (in single equations models) unnecessary. On the 
other hand one can pre-set a rather high probability of Type I error in 
an effort to reduce the probability of Type II error. For instance in 
the case where T = 20 and p = 0.3, increasing the probability of Type I 
error from 0.05 to 0.10 reduces the probability of Type II error from 
about 0.85 to 0.75. Increasing the probability of Type I error to 0.5 
reduces the probability of Type II error to about 0.35., In the limit, 
it is clear, one would reject Ho all the time. In other words one 
would not bother with testing, but assume and analyse the serially 
correlated model from the start. If one does wish to test, though, 
it would seem preferable to have a probability of Type I error equal to 
0.15 and of Type II error 0.05 rather than vice versa. It is the vice
versa that actually occurs (see Table 4a.3).
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§5 A section in which the admirable
findings of one Michio Hatanaka 
are presented.
But what if our test for serial independence is rejected?
We then need a technique, or series of techniques, to analyse the 
more complex serially correlated model. It is well known (see for 
instance Johnston [16]) that the usual estimators do not hold their 
properties. Hatanaka [14] has taken the first step. He has suggested 
a method for estimating serially correlated models in which lagged 
endogenous variables may appear. Hatanaka's breakthrough was that 
for the first time (in this field) computational simplicity and asymp­
totic efficiency were reconciled.
In this section Hatanaka's method for single equation models is 
described. We show why his two-step method works - in a way which is 
simple to follow. Furthermore using the ideas contained in this simpler 
exposition, we will be easily able to see why the methods suggested 
previously did not yield asymptotically efficient estimators.
Consider the model Yt = aYt-1 + ßXt + Ut (5.1)
Ut = pUt-1 + Et (5.2)
where Etn, N(0,G ). This is the simplest model and is the most con­
venient to work with, but it is understood that any length of lag on
Y in (5.1) and U in (5.2) can be handled.
/\
Let ot and (3 be consistent estimators of a and 3 obtained by the 
method of instrumental variables 
i 0 A
[“ I = (V'W)“1 V  y ; W = (Y-1,X)
\ 3 / ~ v = (u,x)
Let (Ut) be the resultant residuals. Then
/S /N
p =  ^Ut lUt/ £ ut—1 is a consistent estimater of p .
/\ /\ /\
Let d  , B and p*be the OLS estimators of a , 3 and p* in the equation
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(Yt-pYt-1) = cC(Yt-l-p Y t-2) + 3(Xt-pXt-l) + p*Ut-l f Y\b (5.3)
/N /S
Then the asymptotically efficient estimators of Hatanaka are St , B and
A A a
(S' = (5*4- p.
To see why this method yields asymptotically efficient (a.e.) 
estimators we first make use of the Gauss-Markov theorem. The theorem 
can be interpreted as a condition on the errors necessary and sufficient 
to render OLS efficient (minimum variance unbiased). If 
y = X3 + P, X fixed, then the OLS estimator of 3 is minimum variance 
unbiased, with covariance matrix G2 (X*X) 1 iff p ^ (0,G2I).
A generalization is that if p is such that (X'X) ^X'p = (X'X ) 1X'E 
where E (0,(7 I) then OLS will yield the minimum variance unbiased
estimator. To see this, note that if Cov(p) = C , then
X'p = X'E => Cov {x'p} = Cov {x 'e}
=> (X'C^X) = G2 (X'X)
=> X'(Cn - Ü2I)X = 0
But this holds for all X. Therefore C = G2 I. Now generally GLS 
is minimum variance unbiased. The GLS estimator has covariance matrix 
(X'C' 1X) The OLS estimator has covariance matrix (X'X) ^
(X'C^X)(X'X) Equality of the two and the consequent minimum
variance unbiasedness of OLS is guaranteed by the condition = G I.
Now in small samples this is a trivial generalization of the 
conditions on p sufficient for efficiency. But not so in the 
asymptotic theory! We obtain the potentially useful corollary to the 
Gauss-Markov theorem.
If y = x3 + H, X predetermined (not necessarily fixed),
then the OLS estimator of 3 is asymptotically efficient if, asymptot-
A  __ 1 __
ically 3 = (X'X) X'y = 3 + (X'X) X'E where E ^ (0,G2I).
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Equation (5.3), 'the definitive equation', is obtained logically 
as follows:
(5.1) and (5.2) may be combined to obtain 
Yt = ayt-l + Bxt + ut-l + Et
/\ A
= ayt-l + Bxt + put-l + Et + (ut-l - ut-l)
a  a  /\
= ayt-l + Bxt + put-l + p (ut-l - ut-l) + Et
^ A
+ (p - p) (Ut-l - Ut-l)
A A A A A
~> (Yt - pYt-1) = a  (Yt-l - pYt-2) + B(Xt - pxt-l) + (p-p)ut-l
/\ A
+Et + (p-p) (Ut-l - Ut-l)
In shorthand
-A A
Yt* = ayt-i* + Bxt* + (P-P) Ut-l + Et + £t
In matrix form
Y = Z* 6 E+li" ~ I (5.4)
It follows from our corollary that OLS applied to (5.4) will yield
asymptotically efficient (a.e.) estimators if
^ — l6 = (Z*'Z*) Z*' Y*
is asymptotically equal to 6 + (Z*'Z*) Z*'E (By asymptotically we mean 
in probability limit (p.lim)). It is easy to see that
-1
6 - 6 Z* ' z* 1 z*' (E + £)T
where e is white noise and £ = (p— p) (Ut-l - Ut-l)
So
6 - 6 Z* ' z*
-1 Z* ' E + Z*' z*
-1 Z*'£
B„
asymptotically? Obviously B^ — > 0.
’T T
A
Can we conclude that 6 - 6  
One is tempted to vouchsafe an immediate yea. But this is a superficial 
and potentially misleading course of action. As the following discussion 
will attempt to point out.
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Consider more closely the definition of convergence in probability. 
Saying that a sequence of random variables (Xn) indexed by n converges 
in probability to zero is tantamount to saying that
"for arbitrarily small £ there exists an n for which Pr(|.Xn|_< £) > 1 - 6  
for arbitrarily small 6"
A moments reflection makes obvious the fact that mere convergence to 
zero is only half the story. There is something of a quality of con­
vergence. For given £ and 6, is the first n for which Pr(|xn| _< £) > 1 - 6 
large or small? Is it larger or smaller than for some other series which 
also converges to zero?
The quality we have in mind is the rate of convergence to zero.
This is the statistical analogue of rates of convergence of mathematical 
series. In the statistical literature (see for instance Cox and 
Hinkley [4] ) we use the notation Xn = Op(f(n)) to mean that
—  converges in probability to zero. If we let fx(n) be that f (n)
function in the class of f(n) for which Xn = Op(f(n) which tends to 
zero fastest (in a mathematical sense), then fx(n) defines the rate of 
convergence of (xn) to zero.
If {Yn} is another series converging to zero and fy(n) the function 
defining its rate of convergence, then we say that {xn} converges at a 
greater, lesser or equal rate according as converges to 0, 00
or 1 respectively*
We now give three rules which are intuitively obvious and stated 
without formal proof.
Rule 1 If (xn) and {Yn} converge to zero, then the series formed 
by their product, {XnYn} , converges to zero at a faster 
rate than either separately.
Rule 2 If {wn}is a series which converges to a non-zero constant, W say, 
then if {Xn} converges to zero, {wnXn} will converge to zero 
at the same rate that {Xn} converges to zero.
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(The reason for this is that WnXn = (Wn-W)Xn + WXn. So the rate of 
convergence of WnXn is governed by that of WXn, that is, Xn, since by 
Rule 1, (Wn-W)Xn converges faster than WXn).
Rule 3 If Zn = Xn + Yn where (xn) and (Yn) converge to zero, (Xn) 
at a faster rate than {Yn}, then it is valid to say that 
asymptotically Zn = Yn. On the other hand, if (Xn) and (Yn) 
converge at equal rates, it is only valid to say that Zn = 0 
asymptotically.
It follows from Rule 3 that 6 - 6 = A^ asymptotically only
pif — > 0 at a faster rate than does A^. The mere convergence of B,^
to zero is not sufficient. For asymptotic efficiency we must show that
_1 Z*' E, —  > 0 faster than 1_ Z*'E —  > o.
T ~ T
To do this we show that 1_ Z*'£ is the product of one term that
T
converges to zero at the same rate as 1_ Z*'E and another that converges
T
to zero itself. Invoking Rule 1 will then give us the desired result.
Note that 1 Z*'E 
T
(Y_1 - P Y-2) '
A
(X - PX-1) '
/s
U-l'
The rate of convergence of this vector is governed by the rate o.f 
convergence of the slowest of the three elements.
Alternatively 1^ Z*'.;
T
(Y -1 - pY -2) '
/A.
(X - px-l)'
U-l
A
Y-l - 0 Y-2) '
/\
X - px-l ) '
I
U-l
(p- p ) (u_i-u_i)
[Y-lf X] 1[ el —  / s (P- P)
4-0
Assume that p.lim
T-^ co T
(y_i - px_2)' (x - p x_-|)' 
uil
[ y-1 \ X ]
' o
exists and is bounded. By rule 2, convergence of Z B
T
is at the rate of
oc \
£ /
VMtf
T
~1
A
A
f>
1 V*U converges
T
at the rate of 1 V'U . We assume that this is at the^  A/
T
rate of 1 V*E and that this is at least as fast as
that of i Z E # Since —-
T
also converges to zero ^
* ?rule 1 tells us that 1 Z 5 therefore converges faster
k'
than 1 Z E . 
T
r\
So S - *5 does indeed equal Am asymptotically andV  X
Hatanaka’s second stage OLS estimators are asymptotically
efficient
§ 5a. In which we look at two other
methods used for estimation of the 
serially correlated model.
In essence we have defined a condition on the errors of regression 
models necessary for the asymptotic efficiency of OLS and shown that 
Hatanaka's errors satisfy this condition. We are in a position to 
see why other methods did not yield asymptotically efficient 
estimators.
An early attempt at estimating the parameters of the model
Yt = aYt-1 + 3xt + Ut (5a.1)
Ut = pUt-1 + Et , Et ^ N(0,G2) (5a.2)
was the Taylor and Wilson [24] method of three pass least squares 
(3PLS). Since (5a.1) and (5a.2) can be combined to form
Yt = aYt-1 + 3xt + pUt-1 + Et (5a.3)
the first two passes are concerned with finding consistent estimates 
of a and 3 and hence of Ut-1. The third pass then applies OLS to
Yt = aYt-1 + 3xt + put— 1 + r)t (5a. 4)
The first pass entails applying OLS to (5a.1) ignoring the serial 
correlation (5a.2). Let the resulting estimates be a and B. If the 
(xt) are not autocorrelated and so independent of the (Yt-l), then 3 will 
be consistent, a , though, is not. It is shown in Taylor and Wilson 
[24] that p.lima = a + p6 where the exact value of 6 is 
of no consequence to the following argument. This means that the 
residuals
Ut = Yt - aYt-1 - 3xt (5a.5)
are biased estimates of the true residuals, the bias being proportional 
to Yt-l asymptotically. Since (5a.3) may be written as
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Yt - 3Xt pUt-1 + a Yt-l + Et
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it follows that if we use Ut-1 instead of Ut-1 and adjust for the resulting 
bias which is proportional toVt-2, OLS will yield a consistent estimate 
ot of 01 . So the second pass entails performing OLS on
Yt - ßxt =C6Yt-l + pUt-1 +p26 Yt-2 + fit (5a.6)
Then let the consistent residuals be
A ~ ~
Ut-1 = Yt-1 - CtYt-2 - ßxt-1 (5a.7)
A A A
and obtain the 3 PLS estimates a, ß and p by performing OLS on (5a.4)
From the theory developed earlier in section5, it follows that if
/\
we let Z = (Y-1J X J U-l] then the third pass (which is equivalent to
OLS on (5a.4)) will yield asymptotically efficient estimators only if
1 Z'u = 1 Z'E asymptotically.
T T
But 1 Z'ri = 1 Z' (E + p (U-l - U-l) equals 1_ Z'E asymptotically 
T  ^ T T
A
only if 1 Z'p (U-l - U-l) converges to zero faster than 1_ Z ' E .
T T
In fact, by Rule 2, 1 Z'p
T
öl \ arate that I - 1 does.
U /  1 ß j
in (5a. 7)).
(U-l - U-l) converges to zero at the same
A
(bearing in mind that Ut-1 can be expressed as
P PClearly (ß-ß) — > O at the same rate that 1_ X'E — > O. Furthermore,
; p T' "from (5a.6) we wee that fa-a) — > O at the same rate that 1_
T
tends to zero.
But from (5a.3) and (5a.6) we see that
yt = Et + (ß-ß)xt + put-1 - put-1 -pz6 ut-2 
= Et + (ß-ß) (xt + xt-l) + ß - a- p 6) Yt-2
Y-l'
Y-2 '
Now 1_ Y l'y 1 Y_1( [E + (x + x-1) + - ot - p 6) Y-2 ]
T 'p ~ ~ ~ ~
Pconverges to zero at the slowest of the rates that ß -ß — ■ > 0,
'i - a p6 > 0  and 1_ y-l'E —  > 0. Here we have used Rule II
T r* ~
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on the second and third terms. A similar argument holds for the term
1_ Y-2' y. It converges at the slowest of the rates of (3~3) ,
T ~ V
(Ü - OL - p 6) and _1 Y-2' E. The trickier term is 1 U-l' y. Using 
T ~ _ T
expression (5a.5) for U-l we have that
1 u-l' y = 1 [Y-l' - ötY-2' - ßx-1'] [E + (3-3) (x + x-l) +  ( ol - a-p6)Y-2]
T ~ ~ T ~
This converges at the slowest of the rates of (3-3) , ( a - OL - p6) ,
_1 Y-l' E, 1_ Y-2' E and 1_ X-l' E.
T ~ T ~ T ~
Again we have used Rule II.
So ( O L - a )  converges at the slowest of the rates of (3~3) / ( ot-a - p6),
1_ Y-l' E, 1_ Y-2' E and 1_ X-l' E.
T T ~ T
Since (3~3) converges at the rate of 1 X'E, it follows that
T
1— Z'p(u-1 - U-l) converges at the slowest of the rates that 1 X'E,
T
_1 X-1'E, 1_ Y-1'E, 1_ Y-2'E and ( OL - ot - p6) converge.
T ~ T  ^ T ""
A ~
On the other hand since by equation (5a.7) Ut-1 = Yt-1 - OtYt-2 -
3xt-l, it follows that 1 Z'E converges at the slowest of the rates that
T
1_ Y-l'E, 1_ X'E, 1_ Y-2'E and _1 X-1'E converge. Clearly this is at least
T ~  T  ~  ~  T  ~  ~  T ~
/\
as fast as _1 Z'p(u - U-l) and therefore 1 Z'p converges. Corollory 1 
T T
tells us that 3 PLS does not yield asymptotically efficient estimators.
Another instance of the application of OLS to obtain an estimator 
of the serial correlation parameter is the estimator used in Durbin's
A A
test. One applies OLS to Yt = aYt-1 + 3xt + Ut to obtains , 3 and
A
hence the residuals Ut. One then applies OLS to the equation
put-1 + r\t (5a.8)
Since in fact Ut = pUt-1 + Et, it follows that
A A A /\
Ut = put-1 + Ut - Ut + p Ut-1 - put-1 + Et
so that
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nt Et + p(Ut-l - Ut-1) + (Ut - Ut)
For the p so obtained to be efficient, it is necessary that
/\
1_ U-l' (p (U-l - U-l) + (u - U.) ) must converge to zero at a faster 
T ~
Arate than 1 U-l'E.
T
Let us write gt more fully as gt = Et + (ct-a ) (Yt-1 - pYt-2) + 
(ß-ß)(Xt - pxt-1). Now it is clear that since p.lim U-l'(Y-l - pY-2)
is not zero and since a is not consistent for 0i , 1 U-lg does not
T
A
converge to zero at all. Hence the estimator p used in Durbin's test 
is not asymptotically efficient. On the other hand if there are
A
no lagged endogenous variables so that ß is consistent and
/N /\
nt = Et + (ß-ß) (Xt - pxt-1), the fact that p.lim 1 U-l' (X - px-l) is
/x T
zero will mean that p would be asymptotically efficient - as was known 
before.
One may raise the point that it is possible under certain assumptions
/\ zs
to obtain consistent estimators a and ß even when lagged endogenous 
variables are present. See for instance 3 PLS. It is tempting then 
to argue that since gt can be written as
/N A A A /N /A
gt = Et + (Et - Et) ; Et = Ut - pUt-1 , 1_ U-l' g = 1_ U-l'E
T ~ T
/\ /s
asymptotically because 1 U-l'(E - E) must surely converge to zero
T
faster than _1 U-l'E. Hence OLS applied to Ut = pUt-1 + gt should yield 
T
an asymptotically efficient estimator of p.
Unfortunately this conflicts with the theorem, proved in Appendix 71, 
that separate estimation can not yield efficient estimators if the ML 
estimators are correlated as is the case in the presence of lagged 
endogenous variables.
The conflict is only apparent. The key to the resolution of the
Pdilemma lies in the fact that in no realistic sense does E --> E.
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We can only say that Pa — > and ~ p3 — 3- Although 1 U-l'r) will 
T
now at least, converge to zero, since 1 U-l'(Y-l - pY-2) does not, the
T ~
/s S\
rate is not great enough. More specifically 1 U-1'U = 1U-1'
T ~ T“
/\ /\
( (a-a ) (Y-l - p Y-2) + (3-3) (X - px-D) will converge to zero, as it did
/ \  /N
not before, since now both ot and 3 are consistent. It will converge
at the slower of the rates of the two component parts one of which is 
/\ /\ /\ \
1 U-l' (Y-l - pY-2) (Dt-a ) . Since p.lim U-l (Y-l - pY-2) is non-zero,-  ^  ^ AJ  ^ ^T
though assumed bounded, convergence of this term is at the rate of
/S /V
convergence of (x-(X ) to zero. If a is the 3 PLS estimate, then
/s / \
(x -a) converges at a rate less than or equal to that of _1 U-l'E.
T
If a is an instrumental variables estimator, U being the instrument for
Y-l, then convergence is at the slower of the rates of 1_ X'E and
T ~
XI
JL U'E. Assuming _1 u'E doesn't converge faster than _1 U-l'E, we see 
T T T ~
/S A
that even in this case 1_ U-l'r) does not converge faster than 1_ U-l'E
T~ T ^
and OLS applied to (5a.6) will not yield an asymptotically efficient 
estimator of p.
*1
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PART TWO OF THIS THESIS IN WHICH IS CONSIDERED THE PROBLEM 
OF SERIAL CORRELATION IN THE CONTEXT OF MULTIPLE EQUATION
SYSTEMS
Hitherto, in as far as we have dealt specifically with serial 
correlation, we have dealt solely with single equations models. In fact 
serial correlation is just as likely to be present in simultaneous equations 
models - and for fundamentally the same reasons. It is a natural 
extension to the work in part one of the thesis, therefore, to develop 
tests for serial independence in simultaneous equations models.
Two attempts have been made which would claim to be valid, in 
the sense of giving correct probabilities of Type I error, in the presence 
of lagged endogenous variables. Not surprisingly both are closely linked 
to Durbin's test for serial independence in single equations models. 
Unfortunately both are limited. One test is wrong and the other 
applicable only to an unrealistic model. The purpose of this part of the 
thesis is, basically, to correct and improve these two attempts.
In the section following, the model of interest will be 
formulated.
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§6. A short section in which the model to be studied 
is presented.
We will consider the standard simultaneous equations model. Let
 ^,.... ' Bm ke the endogenous variables and let X^, ....... , be the
exogenous variables.
To be more explicit we introduce time, denoted by t. The values 
of the variables change over time. If is the value of y^ at time t,
then it is the {y^ : i=l,.,m} we wish to explain.
If we admit the possibility of y being partly explained by the 
values taken by the endogenous variables in the previous time period, that
is (y : i=l, .i,t-i > ,m), then most generally
m m K
y >4. = l '6. .y .it j=1 i/J i . + E 6 . .y. +/1 j=1 i,D D ^ t-l II 
M 
i-1 d i,kxk,t + "i.t <6-1)
where u. . denotesl, t the unexplained part of y^ ft" Rewriting this, we have
= Y T. + LY A . + X D . + u.it t. l t* i t . i  i,t
where
and
V
LYt.
V
r.•a
A.1»1
D.♦l
(y ym Jm f t
( y 1 +. i • • * * / y . )1,t-l J m,t-1
(X1, t
a
(6
i1
' ' XK,t}
)im
(d
i 1
il
6. )im
, d±K)
But we must have some prior knowledge (idea) about the non-significance 
of some of the variables in the equation. For instance it is obvious that 
should not appear in the RHS of (6.1), the equation supposed to explain
i t * We may also be pretty sure that has no effect on Yi t* One
method for incorporating such prior information into the model specification 
is to set the corresponding coefficient to zero. So 6^ ^ is zero. To omit 
X we merely preset d. to zero. This is tantamount to presettingK, t 1 f JC
n A * A * *elements in i\, A. and D. to zero to obtain T., A. and D.. Soi l l  i l l
it V  ri + + X .D. + u .t 1 It
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For all t we have
Xz = YT* + Y_! A* + X D* + u.
~-i- 1  1  l  ~ i
(6 .2)
where y. is T x 1, Y and Y T x m and X T x K.
~i —  l
Another method for incorporating prior information is merely to
drop out variables and parameters. This leads to a specification
** ** ** y ■. = y . r . + y , . .. a . + x. .D. + u. .It i,t 1 -hi»t 1 i,t 1 it
For all t we then have
y . ** ** **Y. r. + Y . . A. + X.D. + U.i i  - 1 , 1 1  l i  ~i (6.3)
where Y_^  is a T xm_^ matrix consisting of T observations on the m ^  current
thendogenous variables in the i equation. We can derive a similar 
equation to (6.2) [uf all the other endogenous variables and combine them all 
to form the most compact representation of the simultaneous equations model,
(yj • •-y ) = Y(r. —  r ) + l y (A —  a ) + x (d . ... d )i m i m i m
+ (u. .... u )~m
YT + L yA + XD + U (6.4)
Henceforth we will drop the asterisks as we have in (6.4). It
will be obvious from the context whether for instance, refers to a
vector with 0's inserted or a shorter one with 0's omitted.
Before being able to infer anything from the model (6.4) we
have to make assumptions about the matrix of residuals U. Usually it is
assumed that contemporary residuals from the m equations are
intercorrelated. It is this assumption that forces the analyst to
consider all the m equations simultaneously. To be more specific, it is
assumed that Cov{u, } = Cov { (u . . . .u )} = £~t. i,t m,t
for all t = 1, ..., T.
But it is also possible that the residuals are correlated over 
time. It is this contingency we try to come to grips with when we admit 
the possibility of serial correlation in the residuals of a simultaneous
equations model.
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If we let be influenced by residuals in the previous time
period only, then most generally
m
it u .j=l ij “jt-i it
(6.5)
We have not included current values of the other residuals in (6.5) since 
the dependence of u on these is embodied in the assumption of a non­
diagonal contemporaneous covariance matrix. Obviously we assume
(Eife e^ j.) has co variance matrix bl for all t = 1» •••/ m.
The e. are assumed it to be serially uncorrelated •
Equation (6.5) may be rewritten
U it = Lu . R** t .i + eit
where L 2 f  = • •
R . =. l (ri1 ’ - - • 'rim}*
Combining for all t we obtain
u. = Lu r ~i i + e .~i
The m equations can be combined to finally arrive at the most compact form
(U. ...u ) ~i ~m = LU(R ... R J. m + (eA -.. e )~m
or U kjR + E , Cov{E .} = I (6.6)
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§7. A section in which we describe a Test for Serial
Independence in the context of Simultaneous Equations 
Models
This section is based on a paper by Guilkey [13] in which he 
attempted to use the testing procedure set forth in Durbin [8] to test 
for serial independence in the errors of simultaneous equations models.
Unfortunately the test set forth in Guilkey [13] is not a valid 
test. Guilkey has made a mistake in deriving the covariance matrix of his 
estimator. In this section the correct covariance matrix is derived and 
a valid test proposed.
In addition we make an effort to point out how the mistake in 
Guilkey [13] arose. In order to do this consider the discussion in the 
following subsection
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7a. A subsection to note in which qre defined 
estimators of Type I, II and III.
Consider a model yielding likelihood L(ct 3) and information
matrix
93
A C~ Let a and 3 be the
c' B
/\
0 . _9_ L(0t, 3) = 0 . Call a
da
~i
a. Obviously is the standard MLE of a and it is well known that it has
asymptotic covariance matrix (A - CB 1 )
Alternatively let a be the solution to L(a, 3) = 0.
3oC
Generally a will be a function of 3* If 3 is known, let a = a be the 
Type II estimator of a. Again it is well known that the asymptotic 
covariance matrix of a is A \  If 3 is not known, but a consistent
estimator 3 is substituted for 3 in the expression for a , let a = 
a i (3) be a Type III estimator of a. Obviously there will be as many 
Type III estimators of a as there are consistent estimators of 3 •
We cannot make a general statement at this stage about the 
asymptotic covariance matrix of o. (ß). It may or may not depend on the 
particular 3- But we can say that in general the covariance matrix of a 
Type III estimator is not the same, even asymptotically, as that of the 
Type I or Type II estimators.
To validate this assertion we offer a general proof in 
Appendix 7-1 and two well known counter examples. Firstly consider GLS 
estimation of ¥ = X3 + U , C©v{u} = E . If E is known, the GLS estimator
✓s —  1
3 = (X'E xX) X,E-1y, the Type II estimator of 3/ is efficient. But
~  A  ~  /s
if E is unknown the feasible Aitken estimator, 3 = (X'E 1X)“1 X' E -1 ,^
is a Type III estimator of 3 • But it is well known, see Maddala [17],
A  ^
that 3 is not asymptotically as efficient as 3 if X contains lagged 
endogenous variables. Secondly consider the case clarified by Durbin [8].
Let Y = aY + 3X + U.; U sqU. + £.. Then p = En .U t t- 1 t t t ^ t - l  t t-1 t
Eut-1
2
5 2.
{U^ _} the OLS residuals, is a Type III estimator of p. If a and ß and
/\
therefore {u } were known, p = Zu U. would be the Type II t t-1 t
estimator of p. Durbin has pointed , ;
out, forcibly, that the two estimators do not have the same asymptotic 
distribution. It is also clear from Durbin's paper [8], that the 
asymptotic distribution of p is not the same as that of p^^, the Type I 
estimator of p, obtained by maximization of the likelihood with respect 
to a,ß and p simultaneously.
We can say, though, that if the off-diagonal element (matrix) 
of the information matrix, C, is zero, then the covariance matrices of the 
Type I, II and III estimators will coincide, irrespective of the ß on which 
oiIII is based. A proof of this is offered in Appendix 7-1 to this section. 
Needless to say it is the presence of lagged endogenous variables in both 
examples above that renders C non-zero. Furthermore their absence would 
allow C to be zero.
It is this last statement, perhaps more than any other, that is 
the reason for our pre-occupation with the case where lagged endogenous 
variables appear. It is the reason why this case has to be considered 
explicitly.
We can particularize the results above by saying that a Type I LI
estimator under Ho has ß replaced by a ß^ consistent under Ho.
Moreover, under Ho, , a and have the same covariance matrix only
when C = C evaluated at a = a is zero, o ~o
As intimated in the second counterexample above, the Durbin 
estimator, used for testing Ho: a = a^ , is a Type III estimator for a 
under Ho. This is not immediately obvious! It will be recalled that 
the ßQ used in the 'Durbin Type III estimator' is the maximizer of
L(a ,ß) - very loosely and misleadingly called the MLE of ß under Ho.~o ~
Strictly speaking, the MLE of ß (a Type I estimator) is not a function
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of a at all and so cannot meaningfully have some value under Ho. 3<?is 
not a maximum likelihood estimator at all and so the properties of 
consistency and efficiency can not be deduced trivially. The problem lies 
in the ambiguity of the phrase 'under Ho'. There is a clear distinction to 
be drawn between the case where Ho is imposed before analysis and that where 
Ho is imposed after. This is a point of crucial importance that will be 
returned to soon.
As it is, $ is consistent for 3 under Ho. To see this, note ~o
that by the definition of 3 rZo
r u  /v
0 = 3  log L(a , 3 ) = 3 £ (a , 31
33 ~° ~° 33 ~° ~
= 3_ £(a,3) -_9__£(a‘*,3*) (o l - o l )
33 ~ 333a* ~ ~ ~
- 3^ £(a*, 3*') (3-3) (7a.1)
3333' ~ ~ ~ ~°
where (a*,3*) lies between (a ,3 ) and (a, 3)- ~ ~ ~o ~o ~ ~
Since 1 3 £(a,3) is the sum of iid random variables, it converges in
7t 3F
probability to its mean zero. So dividing (7a.1) through by /T and taking 
probability limits (plims) gives
0 = 0 -  c*'/t (a-a ) - b * plim /t (3 -3 )~ ~o ~o
T-H)0
Where C* and B* are C and B (f rom the information matrix) evaluated at
some point between (a,3) and (a , plim 3 ), whatever plim 3 is.~ ~ ~° L . ~o ~or »>oo rp~xx)
It follows that
plim /t (3-3) = B* 1 C*' /f (a - a )
T-X» ~o ~ ~ ~0
Under Ho: a = , this is zero. 3q is indeed consistent for 3 under Ho
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and the Durbin estimator is indeed a Type III estimator for a under Ho:
a = a . In fact we know the covariance matrix of this estimator under~ ~o
Ho. It is A 1 (A - CB ^'JA 1 evaluated at a = a .~ ~o
Actually it is of some interest to note that if C = 0, then 
is consistent whether Ho is true or not. Again it is the presence 
of the lagged endogenous variables that forces the Durbin estimator to 
fail to qualify as a Type III estimator except under Ho.
5 5 .
§7b. A subsection just preceding the climax in which we present 
the admirable Guilkey estimator of R, the matrix of serial 
correlation parameters.
We have the model Y = YT + LYA + XD + U
U = LUR + £
and we wish to base a test of Ho: R = 0 on an estimator of R. The Type II
estimator is not relevant since r,A,D and X are not known and the Type I
estimator is difficult to obtain. We must resort to a Type III
estimator or at least an estimator that is Type III under Ho. To formulate
a test we must have the distribution of the estimator. From Durbins paper
[8] , we know the general distribution of a Durbin Type III estimator (Type
III only under Ho). Can we obtain the Durbin estimator easily?
Unfortunately no! Remember that the 3° on which Durbins estimator is
based is the maximizer of L (01^ ,3) . But in our case this is equivalent
to the MLE of the parameters of Y = y F + LYA + XD + U when U is not
*i
serially correlated . Even these are difficult to find. Guilkey has 
suggested that, in lieu, we use as our 3 that estimator of F,A,D and E 
which would be the 3SLS estimator if the model had serially independent
U's.
The estimator of R we use is then the maximizer of 
L(r,A,D,E,R) where T,A,D and X  are the 3SLS estimators. It is obvious
that this estimator of R is
R = (U .U ) U U- l  - l  - i
where U_! = LU. and U are the 3SLS estimates of the residuals U.
/N
We call this the Guilkey estimator of R, Ra. and conjecture 
that it is a Type III estimator of R under Ho. It is if the 3SLS 
estimators are consistent under Ho. But this is not obvious, and 
certainly cannot be deduced from the general properties of 3SLS estimators. 
These properties hold only if U is serially uncorrelated. We have a
*1 We must stress that under the serially correlated model this is 
not a true MLE.
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different model in the context of which these properties do not
necessarily hold. Nevertheless the 3SLS estimators are consistent under
Ho as the following proof shows.
In the standard notation, by omitting the variables and
thparameters not relevant, we can write the i structural equation as 
(see 6.2)
y. = Y.r. + Y .A. + X. D- + u.l l i  - 1 , l i i i  ~i
where Y. is a T x m. matrix of observations on the current endogenousl l
tilvariables appearing in the i equation and similarly for Y . and X.,— l /1 i
Tx 1  and T x K respectively.
This may be written
where 2
" *-1,1*1 + V i
[Yi x ] and =
+ u
Stacking the m equations gives
* *
IVec Y
03 3
+ 2 p + U
V  ^
+ U
A/
(7b.1)
where Y-l
[Y
diag {y_1t i
* j *
-i i 0 ]
1, . . , m} , 2
P
At m
, 3
diag {2^:i=l,m }
6
IB
The error process may be written (see equation (6.5)).
Vec U = u^ = (I ß U_1)vecR + e ? Q - \lQC E
= (I ® U ) a + e 
- 1  ~
In this notation, Guilkey's estimator is
~  I ~  - 1 ~  i ~a = (I Si u _! u _i) (I u-i)u
W  'v
f “1 ~ 1= vec (U_1U l) U U
where u Vec U Y - 0) 3-o, 3SLS
being the 3SLS estimator of 3 in (7b.1).
3o,3SLS
(7b.2)
(7b.3)
Now 3 may be written (see Dhrymes [5]) as 3^ -,CTC^O , ioLo ~O , joIjo
(Q'(I-1 a I)Q)_1Q '(E-1 a I)(I a V“*M')x
/\
where M = [Y : X] , W  = M'M , Q = (IS V-1M')03* and E is an estimate
T- i ,
obtained from the reduced form residuals. So
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/r (3 -5QTQ - 3)~o,3SLS Q ' 1)0
-1 1 Q'(Z“1 S I)(I S V-1M')
x ((I a U-i )a + e)
Assume that the plim of the term involving e is zero. Since the proof is 
quite complex we omit it. Theplim of the other term is of the form N a 
where we assume that N is bounded. So plim /r (3 “ 3) evaluated under
m V -o,3SLS ~^ rjyx>o '
Ho is zero. 3 „  ^ is consistent under Ho and Ota is a Type III estimator~0/3SLS ~
of a under Ho.
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§7c The Climax in which the Distribution
of a is derived and a Valid Test of --- a-------------------------------
H deduced.
— o -------------
Why did Guilkey suggest (3 To be of use 3 had to be,3SLS ~ o
(a) easy to obtain and (b) such that the distribution of a (3 ) was easily
'V  ^  O
derivable. We remember that 3 which would yield the Durbin estimator~o,MLE
a(3 ) = a, satisfies (b) but not (a). Now 3 _ satisfies (a), but~ ~o,MLE ~b ~o,3SLS
what makes one think that it will satisfy (b)?
Guilkey reasoned that since 3 _ is asymptotically efficient~o/3 S LS
and since a defined in (7b. 2) is efficient if 3 is known, then a(3 _)
~  3. ~  ~  / 3bLS
= must be asymptotically efficient. More specifically Guilkey reasoned
that since 3 „ is efficient under H , a must be efficient under H .~o,3SLS o ~a o
But this is wrong. In fact 3 _ is not asymptotically efficient even~o,3SLS ----
under H .
Given the model Y = YT + Y A + X D + U  with U serially indepen-
“  1
dent, it is well known that 3SLS will yield asymptotically efficient 
estimators. But our model has U serially correlated. It is equally well 
known that if U is serially correlated then the 3SLS estimators are no 
longer efficient.
When we call an estimator efficient we mean that its covariance 
matrix equals the inverse of the information matrix implied by the model 
we are analysing. When we call an estimator efficient under it must 
mean that its covariance matrix evaluated at the point specified by 
equals the inverse of the information matrix implied by the model, evalu­
ated at the point specified by H .
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Consider again the 3SLS estimator. It is well defined whether 
the model assumes serial independence or not. But it will have a differ­
ent distribution, more specifically a different covariance matrix, depend­
ing on which model we assume. In fact we are assuming a serially correlated 
model. Forget the uncorrelated model. It is completely irrelevant to our 
discussion. If we first derive the covariance matrix of 3 under
f j o Jj S
the relevant model, that is, the serially correlated model, and evaluate
it at the point specified by H , that is, the point R = 0 or a = 0, ando
then derive the part of the information matrix, implied by the serially
correlated model, corresponding to the parameters 3, and evaluate it
under H , we find they are not the same. 3  ^ is not asymptoticallyo ~ o /3SLS
efficient under H .o
Clearly the problem lies in the ambiguity of the expression
"under H ". Guilkey has interpreted it to mean that we impose first.
To be meaningful it must mean that we derive a quantity and then
evaluate it at the point specified by H . Only then can we meaningfullyo
talk about the distribution of an estimator under the hypothesis that 
it is zero.
If 3 „ xr, is not efficient under H , and we proceed to ~ o ,3SLS o
indicate more fully that it is not, one cannot arque that a (3 ^~ ^ O / jbJjb
will be efficient.
Consider the following theorem which is proved in Appendix
7.1.
Theorem I By separate estimation of the two sets of parameters a and 3
/v. Awe mean first estimating 3, by 3 say, substituting 3 for 3 and then
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estimating a. The estimater obtained, a say, is generally a function
A C 
C'B and Cj^O, then it is notof 3. If the information matrix is I = 
possible to obtain an efficient estimator of a (or 3) by the above method 
of separate estimation. The theorem is intuitive. It says that if 
efficient estimators of a and 3 are correlated, then it is not possible 
to ignore information about the efficient estimator of Of, yielded by 
knowledge of the efficient estimator of 3 and still obtain an efficient 
estimator of a. The theorem is also just a long winded way of saying 
that if C^O, then Type III estimators are never efficient.
In case any doubts are raised at this stage regarding a conflict 
between the theorem and the efficiency of Hatanaka's "two-stage" estim­
ator, let me explain. Hatanata's method involves first finding first 
stage estimators of the parameters, some of which are Type III estimators; 
these are indeed not efficient. But at the second stage all the 
parameters are estimated simultaneously. The Hatanaka (final) estimators 
are Type I, not Type III estimators.
Corollary If the information matrix is non-diagonal when evaluated
under H , then we cannot obtain estimators that are efficient under H o o
by the method of separate estimation.
Separate estimation cannot yield estimators whose covariance matrix
evaluated under H is the same as the appropriate part of the inverse
of the information matrix evaluated under H when C ^ 0.o o
....and under the model we have, with lagged
endogenous variables, the information matrix, 
when evaluated under H^: R = 0, is not diagonal
So why do we persevere with a ?~a
Because, of course, aa has exactly the same asymptotic
distribution as a under H .~b o
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Unfortunately this equivalence does not follow trivially from the fact
that in non-serially correlated models 3 has the same asymptotic~0 f 3SLS
distribution as 3 . In order to prove this equivalence we need to~o,MLE
derive the distribution of a  and of a and show that when evaluated~b ~a
under H : a = 0, they are the sameo ~ ~
Stage I We show 3o ,3SLS X + Z l l
3o,MLE X + Z 2 2
where X and X have the same distribution and Z and Z are 0 under 
1 2  1 2
H : a = 0o
3 OCTC = (oo (E « D u  ) 1 oo (E 1QI)y~ O  f joljb ~
—  * *
where a) = 00 (defined in equation (7b.1)) with Y replaced by the 
deterministic part of its reduced form in non-serially correlated models.
i.e. by Y = Y A(I-T) 1 + XD(I-T) 1 (obtained from equation (6.3)). -1
So substituting (I®U )a + e for u (see equation (7b.2)) we can write“ l ~
3 as follows~o,3SLS
3 -3CTC = 3 + (w (£ ^DÜi ) 1 oo (I 1®I) e~0 f 3SLS —' ^
- 1
_*« /N_ , _* _* »
+ (oo (E 1( 3 l ) ^ ) 1 oo (E ^i) (i®u )a
- 1
where we let
3 + V e + Na o~
3 + Ve + (V - V) e + Na ~ o
V = j(00~ - (R'®I) L00*) ' (E ^I) (oo" ~ (R'®I)Loo") }■” 1 (00- (R‘®I) Loo") ' (E_1®I)
* -  , — *
(7c.1)
r=* *
and Oi) is 00 with Y replaced by the deterministic part of its reduced
form in the serially correlated model; that is, by
*1 See Dhrymes [5]
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Y { (I - D r (i - D 1 + A(i - O 1} + y {-Ar (i - D  1}
+ x{D(I - D  *} + X { -DR(I-r) *}-1
Letting X = 3 + Ve , we have 1
3o ,3SLS X + (V - V) e + Na l o (7c.2)
Notice that we have chosen V in such a way that when evaluated under Ho
it equals Vq . This follows partly form the fact that 03 evaluated under 
— *H equals 03 . o
Alternatively, according to equation (4) of Durbin [8] we have 
in our notation
3 = 3 -- —  B~1V + B_1C'a~ o,MLE /f ~
where V ~ N(o,B). Remember that the information matrix corresponding to
oO is I A C _C'B vec R as defined in equation (7b.2) and 3 is a
vector of the structural parameters as defined in (7b.l) 
Letting X = 3 - —  B 1V ,we have
2 ~ /F
X + B_1C'a 
2
(7c.3)~0, MLE
From (7c.2) we have Z i o
0, in
order to fully validate the assertion of Stage I we need only show that
(V - V)e + Na and from (7c.3) we have 
Z = B 1C'a. Since both are obviously zero under H : R = a
2 ~ O
X and X have the same distribution. Evidently both are normal with 1 2
expectation 3. We need to show the asymptotic covariances are equal. 
We deal with /t X and /r X .l 2
Asy.Cov.{x } = A.E.{/r X /F X'}
l l l
= A.E.{T Ve e'V'}
plim{T V ( Z ® I ) V }
T  -> 00
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plim T 
T <x>
{go*- (R'WI) L03*} ' (E_1®I) {oo*- (R'®I)LGO } “1
where we have just used the definition of V in (7c.1). We can rewrite 
this as
Asy.Cov.{x }l plim T ->-oo
{w -(R'®I)Lgo }'(£ ^iHüJ - (R1 ®I) Lgü }
“l
On the other hand the asymptotic covariance of X is
2
Asy. Cov. {x } = A.E.{/i? X /r X ' }■ 
2 2 2
= a.e.Ib^ w b "1}
= B-1
But in Dhrymes and Erlat [6], it is shown that
B = plim
T -> CO
*  ' / N _{go -(R'®I)L(jO } (Z -(r '®!)Lgo }
Clearly Asy. Cov.(x } equals Asy.Cov.(x } and so X and X have the same1 2 1 2
asymptotic distributions.
Stage II We show a = f (X ) + Z ---2---- ~a i 3
a = f (X ) + Z ~b 2 4
where Z and Z are zero under H .
3 4 o
We know that a Type III estimator is a function f(3 ) of~o
the first stage estimator of 3. In our case, the function f is defined 
by
a T = f(3 ) = (I®U U ) i(I®U )u (7c.4)~III ~o — i i — i ~
where, as stated in the line following (7b.3),
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U = Vec U = y - (a) 3 _„T 0~  ~  ** O  f 3 O  I_jO
Refer back to the original definition of U,
U = Y - Y r - Y  A  " XD“1
Y - COL (7c.5)
where
[Y : Y : X] and L -1
Referring back to the development culminating in (7b.1), it is clear
that our 3^, whether it be 3q or 3q 3SLS essentially an estimator
of the non-zero elements of L. Let L be the estimator of L. So L iso o
a matrix consisting of elements of 3 and zeroes. The point of this~o
discussion is that since, by the assertion of Stage I,
3q = + Z^; i = l corresponding to 3SLS, i «= 2 to MLE,
a similar expression holds for the "matrix form of 3 ", that is, L .o o
we may express as
L = X + Z
where of course X and Z are now matrices
It follows from (7c.5) that
~ l Y - a) L-1 -i o
= Y - u) (X + Z)
“ 1 “ 1
= -0) X + Y -ID Z
“  1  “  1  “  1
X - 03 Z“I (7c.6)
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~ I ~ * t *
U U = X X + R “ I “1
* I ii
where R = -2X 03 Z + Z o) 0) Z-1 - i “ i
~ ~ _ i * * * _ I *
(U u ) *= (X X ) + R-1 “ 1
where R = - (X X ) [(X X ) 1 + R 1] 1(X X )
(7c.7)
The last result follows from a result in Rao [21]. It does rely on the 
assumption of the invertibility of R. Applying Rao's result again yields
*R * * * -(X X ) R - R [R +
* I *
(X X )]
*' * 
(X X ) (7c.8)
JcWe intend, further on, to evaluate R under H : R=0. Strictly speakingo
we cannot do this because the formula (7c.8) only holds for invertible R 
and the zero matrix is not invertible. However we will get around this 
problem by letting R tend to zero in such a way that no matter how small 
it is, it remains invertible. One can then interpret the following 
results, not as showing that the distributions are equal under H^, but
as showing that they are arbitrarily close for small enough R.
 ^I  ^ __  ^I
So (I®U U ) 1(I®U )u
“ 1 “ 1 " I  ~
^|f I •ff ^  ^  ^
= (I®(X X ) ~ 1 + R ) (I®X - 0) Z) vec (-03X + Y -WZ)
-1
*  * * _(I*}(x X ) X) (I0X ) vec (-03X + Y)
1
/rRemember X here stands for 3 + Ve or ß - —  B 1
* *
+ R (7c.9)
V and not for the matrix
of exogenous variables.
So defined in (7c.4) can be expressed as 
** * *
aIIi; = f (X) + R (7c.10)
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The function f (X) is a function of X alone. Alone in the sense that 
it does not involve Z.
** ** **a = f (x ) + r = f (x ) + zi i  1 3
* * * * * *ÖL = f (X ) + R = f (X ) + z~b 2 2 2 4
Whether we consider X and X to be matrices or vectors is actually
l 2
immaterial. The matrix and vector forms of X and X contain the same
1 2
elements (aside from the zeros) and so are essentially equivalent.
To validate the assertion of Stage II we just need to show 
* * * *that R and R and therefore Z and Z are zero, under H . But under 1 2 3 4 o
H , Z and Z are zero. This was shown in Stage I. So under H , Z in o i 2 o
equation (7c.6) is zero. If Z is zero, R defined in (7c.7) is zero. If
* * *R is zero. R defined in (7c.8) is zero. Now R essentially defined
in (7c.9) is the sum of seven primary terms. Each of these primary terms
is the product of secondary terms. Each product involves at least one
* * *of the terms R , U) Z and vec WZ. It follows that if Z is zero, then R
“ l
is zero. So Z and Z are indeed zero under H and Stage II holds.
3 4 o
Stage III A.Cov.{a } = A.Cov.{f (X )} + Z
X XA.Cov. {a, } = A.Cov. {f (X ) } + Z 
~ b  ? I
where Z and Z are zero under H 5 6 o
Evidently Z = 2A.Cov.{f (X ),Z } + A.Cov.{z } (from stage II)5 1 3  3
* * * *Now Z is defined by R in equation (7c.9): more specifically by R3 l
* *Using the discussion above again we have that R is the sum of sevenl
primary terms. Each of these is a product of secondary terms. Each
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*product involves at least one of the terms R (defined in 7c.8 by-
letting Z = Z ) , U) Z and 'vec U)Z . So each term of R is essentially 
l "i l l l
* *of the form aZ b or cR d. But R can be expressed as the sum of two terms 
l l l
each of the form eR f (see (7c.8)). Furthermore from (7c.7) R is thel l' * * sum of terms of the form hZ k. It follows, finally, that R is the sum
l l
of terms of the form aZ b. Now from (7c.2) we have Z = (V - V) e + NOt.
1 i o
Consider (V - V) more closely. V is as defined in equation 
(7c.1) and is as defined in the development immediately above it. The 
first point to notice is that
Hence
So
Y = Y + Rg where g is a function of parameters and variables
z=* _* * *0) =0) + Rg where g is a function of parameters and variables.
-* 1 A— . _ * * * * * * _ -
V = {(03 (£ ‘« D u  ) + Rg + (R'®l)g }
_ ^  ^ * /N
x (03 + Rg - (R'®I)L03 ) (E-1®I)
**** ***** = Vq + Rg + (R’ BI) g
So every term of (V -V) is R or (R'®I) times some function of parameters
and variables. Since a = vec R, it follows that every term in Z is~ l
the product of terms one of which is R, (R'®I) or vec R. This is there­
fore true also of Z . Every term of Z is the product of terms one of3 3
which is a constant with respect to the expectation operator involved in
the covariances defining Z and which is zero under H : R=0. It5 o
follows that Z is zero under H . A similar argument shows that Z is
5 0 6
zero under H .o
To recap,
3~o,3SLS
in stage I we showed that
X + Z l l
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3~0,MLE X2 + Z2
where X and X have the same asymptotic distribution. In stage II we 
1 2
showed that
* *06 — f (X ) + Z~a i 3
a _ **(x ) + z
~b ~ f 2 -
* *where, notably, the function f is the same in both cases. In stage III
we showed that
•fc «fl*
A.Cov.{d } = A.Cov.{f (X ) } + Z ~a i 5
A.Cov. {a, } = A.Cov.{f (X ) } + Z ~b 2 6
We concluded from stage I and stage II that A.Cov.{f (X )} equals
l
r * *  ,A.Cov.if (X )} irrespective of the hypothesis. We have derived the 
2
covariances of d and d_ in general in stage III; at least we have ~a ~b
derived an expression for the covariances in general. Now we can evalu­
ate the covariances under H Buto
H true -* o
It follows that the covariances, when evaluated under H , are equal. Weo
must stress that we have been at great pains to first evaluate the co- 
variance generally and then to evaluate it at the point specified by Hq.
This latter point is really the essence of section 7. When
one argues as in this subsection 7c, it is clear that Guilkey's estimator
d is, in a sense, linked with d . If one does not rigorously apply the ~a ~b
principle that a quantity is first derived generally and then evaluated 
at a given point, one is liable to run into problems. One is tempted to
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argue that under H , 3SLS is efficient and therefore link a with theo ~a
/\efficient estimator a . One must never forget that it is the serially~MLE
correlated model that one is working with. One should not forget that 
it is entirely logical to talk of the (non-degenerate) distribution of
Aan estimator a of a under the hypothesis H : a = 0.~ o
In subsection 7b we showed that 3 has a probability~o f 3SLS
limit which, when evaluated under H : R = 0, was equal to 3- We concluded
o ~
that it was consistent under Guilkey used faulty logic to arrive at
the same correct conclusion. He argued that 3 was consistent from~o,3SLS
the general properties of 3SLS estimators. He did not remember that he
was working with a serially correlated model and that the general properties
of 3SLS estimators have been derived only within the context of the
serially independent model. Guilkey's faulty logic caught up with him
when he tried to derive the covariance of a .~a
That the errors E are normal will render a normal. We do~a
not prove this, is also normal (see Durbin [8]). It is clear from
Durbin[8] again that a, is consistent for a under H . Together with~b o
the result of section 7b it is clear that a and a, have the same asymp-~a ~b
totic expectation under H . It follows that a and a have the sameo ~a ~b
asymptotic distributions under H .o
Thus if I is the information matrix corresponding to
a = vec R
f. the structural parameters^
and I A C C'B , then a is asymptotically normal with mean zero under H~ Q  O
and covariance matrix A 1 (A - C B *C )A 1 under H . (Io o o o o o  o o
of course under H ).o
I evaluated,
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It has been shown that (see Guilkey [13])
I = o E *®E A 0
I
A m m
11 1 2
0 M M
2 1 2 2
M M
where M = 11 12M M 
.21 22
with R set to 0.
plim {v (E®I)V } where V is V defined in (7c.1) 
Z, v o o oT oo
Also A = plim - 1 (I»LÜ')(E !®I)Y_ , y* as in (7b.1)
T  -> oo -p  ^ *
= -E 1®(I-r') 1E with columns corresponding to structural parameters 
specified a priori to be zero deleted.
If we let E be the estimator of E obtained as — E'E, E = U - U _ R ,  
then E is consistent for E generally and under in particular. In fact
E = — U'U is also consistent for E under H , T o If we let T be the 3SLS
estimator of V, then f is consistent under H . Finally notice that M is ao
function of the unknown Y = Y A(I-T) 1 + XD(I-T) An estimator of Y
consistent for Y under H can be obtained by substitution of 3SLS estimateso
or by regressing Y or Y and X.-1
Let M 11 be the N W element of M 1 and M 1 1 be M 11 with Y replaced
A  f _ I __
by a Y defined above. Then since Ta A (A - C B !C ) :A a is \p2m2 under~a o o o o o o~a
H , a valid test for H : R =0 is obtained by comparingo o
1 f\ T(vec R) (Z®Z :)(Z 1<s>E - Am 11 A ) 1 (Z®Z !) (vec R)
_____ ^
(7c.11)
to the percentage points of the distribution.
This test statistic is different to the statistic 
T(vec R) (E - Am 11 A ) (vec R)
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1
which Guilkey suggested was under and which was subsequently
published in Econometrica. A note of correction to the effect that (7c.11) 
is the correct test statistic outlining the reason why has been accepted 
for publication by Econometrica.
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APPENDIX 71
In which we attempt to prove that if 
the information matrix is not block 
diagonal, the estimators of Type I,
II and III have different distributions
Let & be that value of a obtained as the minimizer of L(ot, 3) . 
It will depend on 3. Let a = f (ot ,3) where X represents the
observations. Then
/\ /\
a = f(X,3 ..T_), 3.,T„ the bona fide MLE of 3 in theI ~ MLE MLE
context of the complete model.
6t = f (X,3, ) , 3, the known value of 3.II k k
6t = f(X ,3) , 3 a consistent estimator of 3.
The point to note is that the function f, whatever it is, is the same 
in all three cases.
The distribution of ot is defined by the probabilities Pr& < w).
But
Pr fct i _< (jo) = Pr(f (X,3) _< oo)
^ A ~
= Pr (f (x,3 ) < w|3 = 3 )MLE — 1 MLE
/ \  ~
where in thet .continuous case 3 =3 means that both lie in someMLE
small interval [Z,Z = 6z) say.
Pr (a < a) I 3 MLE — 1 MLE 3 )
But if the information matrix is not block diagonal then a^ and 
3mle are not independent. So this last probability is not equal to
A
Pr Ot < (jo)  .MLE —
Prföj^ < oo) 7^ Pr w)
and the distribution of ot ^ and are not the same.
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Similarly
Pr (a < oo)
II — Pr(f(X,8k)^ oo)^ /\
= ^(f<x,ßMLE) < ßM L E = 6 k)
= Pr ^  MLE —  W 1 ^MLE = \ )
/N
Pr Ot < oo)MLE —
for the same reason as above.
Pr &  < 00 ) ^ 
II —  T Pr (1 < oo )I —
and the distributions of a  and a  are not the same
I II
Furthermore Pr & n  i  “  > -  p r  s m ±  “  >
/\
<==> Pr tx < ool 8 = 3 ) = Prfr < oo I ß =8)MLE —  1 MLE K MLE — 1 MLE
If the information matrix is not diagonal these probabilities are not
the same unless the conditional parts are equivalent. But 8 will not
equal 8, ; the condition 8 = 8, is not equivalent to the conditionk MLE k
8mle = ß, and the probabilities are not equal.
i. e. Pr ( Qt <  (j o  ) Pr (o. < oo )II —  Ili­
an d the distributions of (X anda^^  are not t i^e same.
It follows from the argument presented that if the information 
matrix is block diagonal, the MLE's of ot and 8 are independent, and 
all the probabilities are the same. Then the estimators of Type I,
II and III are all asymptotically N(/t a , A )^.
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§8. In which we describe an alternative test for serial 
independence in Simultaneous Equations Models.
This section is essentially the generalization of a test for 
serial independence described in Godfrey [9]. Godfrey used a method 
very similar to Durbin's which we have set forth in section three. The 
reason for having to modify Durbin's procedure is that in the context of 
a simultaneous equations model, the first stage estimator is difficult to 
obtain. This is the difficulty that Guilkey was confronted with. We 
saw in the previous section that Guilkey solved the problem by using the 
3SLS rather than the ML estimator at the first stage. Godfrey has tried 
a different, but similar approach. In order to give a logical 
development to the analysis, we conjecture at the logic behind Godfrey's 
approach.
Consider a model linking a set of variables y with another set
j
0 via the set of parameters 3- Admitting the possibility of residuals u, 
we may write
y = 0J3 + u (8.1)
If S is correlated with u we can use the method of instrumental variables 
estimation to obtain a consistent estimator of 3. In the case in which 
(8.1) actually represents a simultaneous equations model (see equation 
7b.1) , it will generally be the case that 3 and u are correlated. So 
instrumental variables estimation is generally used. Although it is not 
immediately obvious 3SLS estimation is a particular example of the 
instrumental variables method. Suppose that(8.1) is merely an alternative 
representation (compare equation (6.3) and equation (7b.1)) of
Y. = Yr + Y_! A + XD + U (8.2)
Assuming U is serially independent, it is necessary only to find
A
instruments for Y. 3SLS essentially uses as the instrument, Y, the OLS 
prediction of Y from regression on the predetermined variables .
But one could equally validly use any set of instruments to obtain
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consistent estimators, providing of course, that they, too, were independent 
of U. In addition, if U were correlated with U_i, then Y_i would be 
correlated with U. 3SLS would not, then, be consistent. It would not be 
a proper instrumental variables estimator. One needs to use instruments 
for Y_i as well. We need a more general instrumental variables estimator 
in order to obtain consistency if U is correlated with U-i. Hence there is 
some argument for generalizing Guilkey's approach.
On the other hand, remember that Durbin's method essentially 
involved a two-step maximization of the likelihood function L . If it is 
difficult to maximize L at the first stage, why not consider a different 
function S? This S could be some other meaningful function of the 
parameters that is easier to maximize. Why are we necessarily restricted 
to consideration of the likelihood function? It may give rise to the ML 
estimates or their equivalents from a distributional viewpoint, but as 
hinted in the previous paragraph, other estimators arise naturally in 
simultaneous equations models. Furthermore, as we were at some pains to 
point out in sections three and seven, the two-step maximizers of L 
are not bona-fide MLEs.
It was with these two separate, but converging, lines of 
thought, I conjecture, together with some inspiration from the work of
Sargan [22], [23], that Godfrey suggested, as a means of testing Ho :
OL = 0, a, notably, a scalar, in the model
y = 03 + u (8.3)
u = COL. 1 + e , £ ~ (0,o2I) (8.4)
that we carry out the following two step minimization of
S(a,§) = 1 j(y -ay_i) - (0 - a0_i)3? Q [(y - ay„i) - (0 - a0_i)g]
where Q = V(V1V)"lV' and V is a matrix of instruments for 0.
(1) Minimize S(0,3 ) with respect to 3 obtaining 3
/\ ^
(2) Minimize S(a,3 ) with respect to a obtaining a,
Godfrey then showed that under Ho : a = 0, the asymptotic variance of
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the estimator /t a is
272 plim 
T~*»
F (0)ota -1 {F (0)“ F o (0) F o o (0) ""1aa  a(3 33 ~ FR«(0)) f  ( 0 )~ l tsa - aa -
where F (0) a a  ~ Fa ß <9) = Fn n (0) = 92S(Q) 000 ~ 3090'  ' ~
=  l a )  
( 3 /
!--
-- Tl
( 
CD F ß ß (9>
The test statistic is then 
✓\
T a2 r Flim _i
2a2 T-K» Faa,e){Faa(9)-Faß(9)Fßß(0)" Fßa(e,} 'Faa(9)}
As Godfrey's test stands it is correct but limited. In the 
case where (8.3) is just an alternative representation of (8.2); 
that is, (8.3) represents a simultaneous equations model, and this, after 
all, is the case in which Godfrey's alternative to Durbin's procedure 
is useful, how useful is the error model (8.4)? In the context of 
simultaneous equations model (8.2) we have normally assumed the error 
model
U = U.. i R + E , Cov {E .} = £ (8.5)
This implies that
Vec U = u = (R'0I)u_i + e (8.6)
where Cov(e} = E a I
This differs from (8.4) in that in (8.4) R is assumed diagonal with a 
down the diagonal. Also in (8.4) £ is assumed diagonal with 02 down the 
diagonal. There does not seem to be any good reason generally to
I
assume that (8.6) can be reduced to (8.4). The purpose of this section 
is, therefore, to generalize Godfrey's test to cover the model (8.6).
Godfrey's choice of function S was coloured by a desire to obtain
/N
as the first stage estimator $, the instrumental variables (IV) estimator. 
But under Ho: R=0, Cov{u} = ( E ® I )  which is not of the scalar form
assumed by Godfrey. We desire as our first stage estimator an IV-GLS 
estimator. What, then is the appropriate function S? In pursuit of the 
answer, consider the following brief discussion of IV-GLS estimation.
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Given a model y = 0ß + £, Cov{e} = a 21, let V be a matrix of 
.^instruments for 0 where Cov{0,c}  ^ o but Cov{v,e} = O. The IV estimator 
of § is usually considered to be the OLS estimator arising from V'Y =
V'0§ + V'£ or, equivalently, the minimizer w.r.t. 3 of (V'e)'(V'£) =
/\
e'W'e . This procedure yields = (V'0)“^ ^  if V ’Z invertible.
It is possible to view the IV estimator as the GLS estimator of 3 arising 
from V'y = V'03 + V'£ . Since Cov{v'e} = V'V, this is equivalent to
finding the minimizer wrt 3 of (V £) ' (V V) "1 (V £) = £' V (V V) “1V ' £ .
This yields the estimator 3 = [(0'V)(VV)”1(V 0)]“1(0'V)(VV)“1V y
/\
reducing to 3 ^  above if (V'0) is invertible.
Consider now the case where y = 03 + V'U. Let Cov{u} = £1. , 
and V a matrix of instruments as above. An IV-GLS estimator of 3 is now
appropriate. The most natural definition of such an estimator would be
/\
3TT7 ___ = [(0'^-1V) (V'^V)"1 (V'fi-^) P 1 (0,Q~1V) ( V S T ^ r V ß ' ^ y  reducing~IV-GLS
to [V ' 10]— 1V * 1y if (V'fi-10) is invertible. This estimator would 
arise from GLS estimation of V'fl'^ = V ,iP103 + V'fi*1 u or
equivalently, minimization wrt 3 of
(V'^-1u)'(V'^_1V)-1(V'^_1u) = u,JT1V(V,Q“1V)“1V ,£r1u .
It follows that the appropriate function in our case is 
S(3,R) = 1 [(y-(R'ai)y_ ) - (0 - (R'ai)0 ) 3 ^  ' x Q x
T ~'_1 _1
|(y-(R'8I)y ) - (Z-(R'ai)0 )3j (8.7)
where Q = (Z 1 Si I)V(V’(E I)V) AV' (£-i® I).
Let us be slightly more explicit, now, about how (8.1) is 
derived from (8.2). The i ^  equation of the system (8.2) is (see equation
- 1 , - 1, 1 ,
6 .2)) .
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yi ri+ Y -i,i Ai + V i  + 2i
So y
(Y. I Y .l -1,1 ! X .)
ai gi + Si
Vec Y
+ u
§i + u
or y = 0ß + u.
Now let 0. be T x n. and V. be a T x n . matrix of instruments for 1 1 1  r 1
0. (usually n. = p.). Then since. 0 = diag {0 ...,0 } , we let V =
diag-fV, . . .V } . We let Xn.t m i
I , ' m
n so there are n non-zero structural
parameters. 0 is (mT x n).
Having now defined the function S(B,R) we wish to use, we can 
proceed to find the estimator of R on which we shall base our test for tt s 
zeroness.
s(3/0) = l {y - aB }' q{ y - }
T
9s(3,o)
ÖB
I {- 20'Qy + 20'Q0B} 
T
-I= 0 =  (0 1 Q0) ’ 0 1 Qy
which is the IV-GLS estimator of 3*
Working with R = vecR, our estimator of R is that value which
minimizes.
S(3,R) = 1 [(y - (I a Y_ 1) R) -(23 -(I 8 (0_i3) ' ')R)j' x Q x
T ~ m m
[(Y - d m fi y _ )R)-(0ß - d m fi (2_i3)" )R)j
(8 .8)
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Here '1 is the anti-vectorization operator according to a pre-specified
partition (defined by the number of equal length vectors the given vector
is split into). We have used the fact that (y ) (Vec Y ) I I
Y - i  and
I I
(2-l3) 0. 3i,-i -
s . 3mm r  1
a . 3 im, -1 ~m J
and the rule that (R' 8 I)x = (I» U )  ' ') R-
= 0, we obtain the result3 S(ß,R)Letting
R = (I a (y , - (a fi)")’)ß(i «Of-! - (B-iß>"> )m 1 m
X(I fi (Y_! - (0—! 3 ) ' ') ')Q(y - 0 3)m ~
✓V
Using obvious notation R may be rewritten
A /V A _ /X A
r = [dm Si u_i) 'Q(im a u.j)] (Im a u . ^ ' Q u
If we rewrite equation (8.6) as
-1
(I ß U ) R + £m -i
(8. 9)
(8.10)
it is clear that R is the IV-GLS estimator of R in (8.10) after
/\
substituting u and U  ^for u and U  ^ where, clearly,
A A
u = y - 23
and
U_1 = tu-i)" = (Y - a (5 )" •
At least R is an IV-GLS estimator if V, the matrix of instruments for 0
is also a matrix of instruments for (1^ & U— 1)
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/N
§8a. in which we derive the distribution of R.
I t  remains to find the asymptotic distribution of R. Let
0 = R
leJ
/ f6 (0) = 3S(0) , F
30
.(0) = 32S(0)
3030'
be
(m2 + n) x 1, ( m 2 + n )  X 1 and (in2 + n) 2x (in +n) respectively.  Then
we can write
A
f„(S,o) = 0 = fg(3,R) (o - r) + f (0%
* ^
R ) (g-g)
/*\ /%
f (3,R) = 0 = f-(ß,R) +
* * —**
F-----(3 , R )R,R ~
— * -k
(R -  R) + ^  ,_* *R ) ( g “ g)
according to the obvious p a r t i t io n s  of fn0
— * * —* *
(0) and Fgg(0) .
/ \  /\
(3 , R ) l ie s
between (3,0) and (3,R) and (3 ,R ) lies between (3/R) and (ß,R). These 
equations are exactly analagous to those used by Durbin [8] and then by 
Godfrey [9].
Let plim /f" fg(0) = fg and plim . Fgg (0) = Fgg
■p-KO T “>°0
Then in the limit the two equations above reduce to
f 3
*
F 3,R
/ r  r + f * / r  
3 , 3
A
( 3 - 3 )  = 0
+
f R
* *
fr,r
A
/r(R - R)
**
+ F— _
r , 3
A
/ r  (g - g) = 0
■k * * * — * * * —* *
Where FQQ 
OÜ and F00 are F00
evaluated at (3 ,R ) and (3 (R )respectively
respectively. Using an argument the same as that used in Durbin's test, 
we find that under Ho : R = 0.
/ r
- 4
F- “ RR (~f;
F F
ie V (8a.1)
A
In order to find the distribution of R under Ho, we need the 
distribution of f . In order to find th is, we use an argument similar to 
Sargan [22].
Rewrite S(ß,R) = S(0) defined in (8.7) as
s (0) = i_ e* (Z-1 & i)  v ( V  (Z"1 a i ) v ) _1v '  (Z_1 a i )  e
T
where £ £ is a function of the unknown parameters.
~ o
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Let 0)Q = 1 V  (I 1 & I)eQ and
~6 / r  ~9
so that we can rewrite S (0) as 
-l
-i (V (£ 1 a I) V) -i
S(0) a; M WQW ~0 (8a.2)
Let 0 be the minimizer of S(0). We emphasise that this is the 
one-step minimizer and not the two step minimizer that we have hither 
to concerned ourselves with. The minimizing condition is that
9_ S (0) 
90
9 M -1
90
(8a.3)
From Taylor's theorem we have that
“e + W (6 - 0) + 0 ((6 - 0) (0 - 0) •) (8a.4)
from whence
-1
% 9 M co
9©
-l
w  ~0 3co~ Mw ~ l ¥ §
9e 96'
(0 - 0 )
+ 0(0 - 0) (0 - 0) ') (8a.5)
0(jO!~ _ iby just multiplying (8a.4) through by ~ 6
90
It is proved in a Theorem in Sargan [22] that the 0 defined in (8a.3) is 
consistent for 0 in the sense that plim 0 ^ 0 .  Using also the
T - K »
fact that 
*9o>g cog* is zero (from (8a. 3)), (8a.5) implies that asymptotically
9©
_  [ I .
/T ( 0 - 0 )  = -/t ) 9üi~ M 1 9u)-sr~ ^ \ ~ 0 vv
- 1
* 19cO r M “ CO s*vv ~ <5
£ 90 90'\ 90
It follows that the asymptotic covariance of (0 - 0) is
8 2 .
E T
i
8(0*^
m - 1 3“'e | 8(0'^ ~ B
L 89
W
80 ' 80
-l
/ r
V  ( Z - 1 <a i )  e @ e 0
-(
( 7 r i > l W  -  _ Z _  X
J S r  d o '
80
-l
-l
W 7
which equals ) 8(0'ir M
( ~ 6 w
I 80
_i
3“ e
90'
More accurately i t  equals
plim
<p-*x>
‘ ^ 6  m -J
80
Consider now
82S (0) 
8080
8ü0q
30~'
plim
I ’-K o 80
M _1
S(0) defined as in (8 a .2). We have
80' )
8 s  (0)
“ 80“
2
80,
-l 03!g so that
82S (0)
88. 80, k 1
2
80 80
k 1
+
8 (0 „ M
80,
But CO'.
-l
vv 3ü);© {
901 \
1
/ r
V  (Z_1 a i ) e 9
l
/ r
V (Z_1 a I) [(
only time
8 2 (0.0
80. 80, k 1
: -  ( a  - ( R '  a  1 ) 0  ) 3  I
- 1 - i  ~ J
w ill be non-zero w ill be for 0, an element
k
of R and 0  ^ an element of 3. In th is  case 82Bg is  a function only of
80. 80,k 1
elements of 2 _j .
Since B_i is  independent of e„ . When we take the plim of 82S(0) we
~ö 8080'
are le f t  only with plim 2 i 8(0 ^
*** 'ir
M 1 8(0,e *
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So plim
T-x»
i Soot[ 80
- l
aüe
80
1_ plim 8ZS (0)
2 T-x» 8080'
1_ plim Fq0(0)
I Fee-
So in the limit, the covariance matrix of /F (0-0) is 2 Fna 1~ ~ UU
But it is the distribution of f0 we are interested in. Using 
the mean value theorem again, we have f0(0) = f0(0) + F0q (9) (0 _ 6) + 
O((0 - 0)(0 - 0)'). Since fQ(0) equals zero by (8a.3) we have that
~  ~  ~  ~  u
asymptotically /F f0 = F00 /F (0 - 0) *1 .
1 — iSo /F fn has mean zero and covariance matrix F_ _ (— Fnri) F„„ = 2Fqq0 00 2 00 00 00
A
It follows from (8a.1) that under Ho, /F R has mean zero and asymptotic 
covariance matrix.
F--RR
-1 {F-- F— F 1F — ) F--*Rß ßß 3R RR
-l (8a.6)
evaluated under Ho: R = 0.
* The apparently odd norming of f in this equation is due to the0
fact that a 1/T factor appears in the definition of S(j3,R) in (8.7) .
This, incidentally, also accounts for the fact that we can validly assume
that ~0
80
-l 3“e
80
converges in plim. A //F factor appears in
the definition of (ji) 0 .
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§8b. In which the covariance matrix derived in the previous 
subsection and written in (8a.6) is evaluated.
We proceed to find FAQ(0)ÜO
evaluated under Ho : R = 0.
Firstly fo (0) = 9 S(3/R)
e ~ 33  ~
92S(0); more specifically FQQ(0) ~ Uo
9090
9_
93
_i 3'(a - (R* a i)a )q (a— (r * (8 i)a_l)3
_ 1_. 2. - (R' a I)y_1)'Q(0 - (R' a I)0_1) 3
T
ignoring the term not involving 3*
2 (0- (R Si 1)0 ) Q (0- (R a 1)0 ,)3—  - 1 - 1 ~ T
- (0- (R1 (2 I)0_i) 'Q(y-(R' a I)y_i)
=> F33(0) 9 s(3,R)9393'
2 (0-(R' a 1)0 )'Q(0-(R' a 1)0 )
—  - 1  - 1  T
=> V6) 2_ 0' Q0T (8b.1)
Furthermore f_(0)
R
9_ s(3,R)
9r
2 (i a (Y -(a .3) ■ *  )) 'Q(i a (Y -(0 _ 3) ** ))R
—  —  1 *r-*> ~  — 1 —T
(i a(Y_1-(0_13) ))'Q(y~s3)
=> f--(G) = 92 s (0) = 2  (i a (y -(z 3)“ ))'Q(ia(Y -(0 3)M ))RR —  —  - 1 - 1  - 1  - 1  ~
9r 9r '
since F - -(0) is independent of R.KJa.
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This may be written as
F^(0) = 1  (I a a u_x)
T
where U is the first lag of the residual matrix U defined in the 
structural equation system (8.2).
IIt remains to find F„ —  = F— n3,R Rfß
Ho Ho
(8b.2)
As a start it will suffice to consider only these terms of fa (0) which
P ~
after differention by R* will be non-zero and independent of R. There are
four such terms
(1) - 2_ 
T
2'Q(R' a 1)0 3“ 1 ~
(2) - 2_ 
T
0 1 (r  a i )Q03
(3) + 2_ 
T
Z' Q(R' a I) y-i
(4) + 2_ 
T
8_1' (R a I)Qy
These sum to
2_ 8 1Q (I a U_ )R + 2_ 8_ (R a I)Q u
r p  1  T  1
Consider the second term first. It is linear in the elements of R.
After differentiation by R it will essentially only involve 0 , Q and u.
But under the hypothesis Ho : R = 0, u - £. It was shown in the
discussion on the derivation of the asymptotic covariance matrix of
/r (0 - 0), that this means that after differentiation by R, the
probability limit of the second term is zero assuming Ho : R = 0 is true.
So we need only consider the first term. Clearly its derivative with
respect to R' is 2_ 55* Q (I a U ). Hence we have that
T _1
3fR plim 2 B'Q(I a U )•p-K» p
(8b.3)
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We know that asymptotically (from 8a.6)
A A
I  T  R ' ^  - ^ 3*33 1 F3r  ^ 1 ^  R has a distribution under
Ho : R = 0. It follows that if we substitute estimates that are consistent 
for the unknowns in the above expression the resulting expression will 
also be asymptotically ipZm1' under Ho (by the extended C ramer convergence 
theorem) . But Frin(0) is a consistent estimate of FnQ and
DD ~ 00
/ \  / \  /A
0' = ($', R') defined in (8.8) and (8.9) is a consistent estimate of
0' = (3*, R) under Ho. The latter follows by an argument similar to that
in the chapter on the Guilkey estimators. The test statistic is therefore 
A
R' F— (0) RR ~ {lW °) - < 5 >  W ® ) }
1 R (8b.4)
which has a }-2, distribution under Ho, where FQQ(0)00 is as given by
equations (8b.1), (8b.2) and (8b.3).
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§8c. Which contains a short discussion comparing 
the two tests for serial independence.
From a theoretical point of view there are a couple of reasons 
for preferring the generalized Godfrey test to the test based on 
Guilkey's estimator. This may be surprising in the light of the 
ostensible similarity between the two.
The first reason has to do with a point already raised in the 
introduction to this section eight. It is that the first stage estimator 
of the structural parameters is not consistent under any alternative to
A
R = 0. So the residuals and therefore also R defined in (7b.3) has an 
asymptotic, bias under any alternative to R = 0.
The second reason is that whereas the Guilkey estimator defined 
in (7b.3) is an OLS estimator, the estimator in the generalized Godfrey 
procedure is an IV estimator. (see (8.9)). This is an important 
distinction because when estimating R we estimate assuming the equation
a  A  __
u = (I ® U_i) R + e* (8c.1)
But in fact the true equation is
u = (I ® U_i) R + e
-V, />*
which implies that
A A ___ A A ___
u = (I 55 U_i) R + (u - u) + (IQ (U_i - U_i)) R + e
which implies that
A A
e* = (u - u) + (I 0 (U_! - U_i)) R + e (8c.2)
This development is similar to that in section 5a in which we discussed the 
efficiency of the estimator p on which Durbin's (single equation) test is 
based.
/\
In the case of the Guilkey statistic, since U-i does not converge 
to U„i, more specifically and to be technically correct, since the .
A
estimates used in the definition of U_i do not converge to the true
/N  / \
parameter values, and since U_i is not independent of (U_i-U-i), it is 
clear that OLS on (8c-l) will not ydÄld a consistent estimator of R. It
would be an ad \antage to use IV rather than OLS estimation. On the other
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hand the Godfrey type estimator of R does use IV estimation on (8c.1).
A
Strictly speaking this is not necessary because the consistency of ß, the 
first stage IV estimator, will render OLS consistent anyway. But if the
A
instruments V chosen for 2 are also independent of (U-i - U_i) and
A
(u-u) we can view IV estimation of (8c.1) as added insurance against
A
significant bias in the estimator R.
A
So Guilkey's R has bias under any alternative whereas
A
Godfrey's R does not. One cannot claim, in compensation, that
A
Guilkey's R has smaller covariance because it arises from the likelihood
A
function, since, as we have pointed out, Guilkey's R is not a bona-fide 
MLE. It cannot claim any minimum variance property. There is some
A
reason for believing that Godfrey's R performs better under an alternative 
R ^ 0 and thus some reason for believing that the power of Godfrey's test 
is greater than that of Guilkey's.
9 A brief section in which we present 
Hatanaka's method for efficient 
estimation of the dynamic 
simultaneous equations model with 
autoregressive disturbances.
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Y + Y T + Y_1 A + XD + U
U + U ^ R  + E Cov (E )
The model is, as usual
— (9.1) 
r — (9.2)
The i^h equation in the system (9*1) is
y. = Y. r. + Y , . A. + X.D. + u. --(9-3)ii l i  -1,i l l i  ~i v J
where fq for instance, is the iih column of F with 0's omitted.
Y^ is a matrix of observations on the current endogenous variables 
appearing in the i ^  equation. Let be the selection matrix with 
the (j,k)^k element 1 if and only if the j’*'*1 element of the iih 
column of f is the k^*1 non-zero. (See Hatanaka (j5) for a fuller 
discussion). Defining S.0 and S . similarly we may write (9*3) asi£ i 2
YSi1 fi + Y-1Si2 A i + XSi3Dx + ?i
ZS.6. + U.
i ~ i  -~i -(9.4)
where Z = (Y, Y_>|, X), = diag (Sq-| > Sq2’Sq^) ’ ^i TiAi
Di
For all i we have
Vec Y = y = (I & m Z) S6 + i
where S = diag (s, - SE ) andi 6 =
iim/
Moreover we can rewrite (9.2) as
vec U = u = (R! 0 T ) u . T' ~-1 + e Cov (e) = ( ifl IT)
We have T observations and m equations as before.
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Let 5. be the instrumental variables estimator of
~  l
6. in (9.4). Let u. be the resultant residuals.
~  l ~ i
Let U = (u., — , u ), R = (U ' U .)_1U ' U ~ 1 ~m -1 -1 -1
, E = U - U_1R
, Z = ^ E'E T
/\
Let Y be the OLS prediction of Y from the equation
7 = + y-2 ^3 + X-1 ^  + X TT,
Let Z = (Y, Y_ , X)
/s
A = [ (I 0 Z) - (R1 0 LZ)] S m
Now calculate the following GLS estimators
[(A,I B LU)' (Z ® IT ) 1 (A,I ® LU)] 1 m ‘ m
-1Vec R (A,1 0 LU) ' (Z 0 IT ) (y - (R' 0 IT )y_1) ---
/v /\ /s.
Then the final Hatanaka estimators are 6 and vec R = Vec R +
(9.5)
vec R.
Notably the inversion involved in (9.5) is of a matrix of order
m + n where m is the number of equations and n is the number of
non-zero structural parameters.
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10 A section in which we try to reduce the 
computational burden to a manageable one
We have described two tests for serial independence in simultaneous 
equations models and reproduced Hatanaka's procedure for estimating the 
serially correlated model in case the tests are rejected. The two tests 
involve matrix inversion of order m (m = number of equations) and 
Hatanaka' s procedure involves an inversion of order m + n (n = number of 
structural parameters). This is for the case of first order autocorrelation, 
Unfortunately, even in systems of moderate size, the degree of matrix 
inversion might be prohibitive. If m were 20 and n 60, inversions of 
order 400 and 460 are necessary. If m were half the size the degree of 
inversion falls dramatically to 100 and 130 say. It would therefore be 
of great use, and sometimes a necessity, to be able to consider subsystems 
independently of each other. One would have no qualms over doing this 
if one knew that one would lose no efficiency in estimation.
It was shown in Appendix 71 that to be able to estimate two different 
subsets of parameters separately and efficiently it is necessary and 
sufficient that the MLE's of the two subsets of parameters be uncorrelated.
If the MLE's of the parameters in different subsystems are uncorrelated, 
we call the subsystems statistically independent since MLE's are 
asymptotically normal. We now look at the conditions necessary for 
statistical independence of subsystems.
The full model is
y = yr + y _xA + XD + U (10.1)
U = U ,R + E ; Cov {e ,.} = E (10.2)_^  
With E^ _. being the tth row of E. The system in (10.1) and (10.2)
this broken down into K subsystems, the k of which is
\ - Vkk+ V-Ak+ A + uk 
h ■ V-Ak+ \ ; Cov {?k,t-} “ V
(10.3)
(10.4)
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where Y contains the T observations on the m endogenous variables toK K
thbe explained in the k subsystem. Let us emphasize that (10.3) and
(10.4) are not implied by (10.1) and (10.2). The model (10.3) and
(10.4) is one we hope we can use without losing asymptotic efficiency in
testimation. In (10.3) and (10.4) T is the k block diagonal elementKK
(matrix) of T. Similarly for A^, and E^- All are m^ x m . We
have allowed exogenous variables to be common to two or more subsystems. 
Since these variables are determined independently of the system this 
will not affect the statistical independence of subsystems. Perhaps 
the most notable feature of (10.3) and (10.4) is that we have omitted 
the non-diagonal matrices (elements) of T, A and R.
The breakdown into subsystems has effectively partitioned £ and R into
R = R 11 *
1
' r i k
•
and E = hi  • • •  
1
Ei k
1
1
R K1 ’
1
• r k k
1
• • •
1
Z,KK
and similarly for T and A. Here R. . and £. . are both m. x m..1.3 13 i 3
We propose to develop this section in stages. We will start with
a simple model first and generalize in a later subsection. Hence assume 
that both T and A are block diagonal. So r\_. = A = 0 for i ^ j. This
is likely to be a case of particular interest in itself. There are 
always a priori restrictions on T and A which preset some elements to 
zero. We are essentially assuming that the a priori restrictions on 
F and A are implying a (congruent) diagonality of T and A and thus 
indicating the particular breakdown into subsystems we are going to test 
for.
It should perhaps be pointed out at this stage that if the a priori 
restrictions of T and A to diagonality are incorrect, this will tend to 
artificially strengthen the off diagonal elements of £ and R. It will be 
seen in the following pages that we have to test for the diagonality of 
£ and R. If the a priori diagonality of T and A is incorrect, this will
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predispose any test for the diagonality of £ and R to reject the null 
hypothesis when it may be true. The Type I error may be inflated.
But in line with the discussion at the end of section 4a, it is Type II 
error which will have major detrimental effects on the analysis. Of 
course, if the a priori restrictions are correct, this problem will 
not arise.
Let us pause momentarily to establish some notation. Let I\, A_^
thand D_^ , i = 1, . . m be vectors of parameters in the i structural
equation. Let 3^  equal (TV/ A^', ') ' and 3*  equal the vector
n thcontaining those 3^ in the k subsystem.
We can now state conditions sufficient for the statistical
independence of the K subsystems. Firstly the MLE's of 3£ and 3^ must 
be uncorrelated for k ^ &.
It is shown in Hatanaka [15] that the information matrix corresponding
3- is the probability limit of _1 times
T
\ w r ,,LW. . . .  r . LW1
1
11 1 ml m
V
1
' w
1
r LW. ... r LW
l m lm 1 mm m
(Z I)
_w r,,LW, ... r , LW J1 ,11 1 ,ml m
■ i
1__w
■ i
r, LW ... r LW \m ln 1 mm m y
(10.5)
where W^ = [Y^ J Y__^  ^ J X^] contains the variables appearing on the
_
RHS of the i structural equation in the full model (10.1). Also W_^  
is W^ with Y^ replaced by Y t h e  deterministic part of its reduced 
form. These details are not essential for the following discussion and 
can be obtained more fully from Hatanaka [15].
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Furthermore R =
time period. The 
that is LY = Y ..
ifti
and LVL means the matrix W. lagged one
rml'** rmm
'L' notation is equivalent to the '—1' notation:
For the MLE's of 3* and 3* to be uncorrelated, (10.5) has to be 
block diagonal. This requires the block diagonality of £ and R.
More specifically it requires the R, . and I . be zero for i ^ j.
The second condition necessary for statistical independence is 
that the MLE's of and R ^  k =f be uncorrelated. Referrring again
to Hatanaka [15], the information matrix corresponding to R 1 vec R is
-1 00 n i£ ® where ß = £ RJ £r j
j=o
If we let A, (O 0) be m x m and A, k k
st , th th1 posn k posn K posn
(I ® A ) and finally M = diag {a  1 ... A^} , then
m. ^k
M R vec R„
vec RKK
(For a derivation of this see Appendix 1011).
The information matrix corresponding the M^R is
m 3 ( £-1 5 fi) m 3'
A.,1 A 11
■
£ 11 „ ®
1
1
i k£ I
' k ' kA k,£ =1, .., K a .K K
,-l(I ® A ) (£ « ® fi) (I ® A')k kx, m^ X,
k , i  = 1, .., K
Kk£_1 0 W > k , Z = 1, . . , K
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L k,£ = 1, .., K
which will be diagonal as long as £ is.
The third condition is that the MLE's of R* and R , k ^ i be5k ££
uncorrelated. The information matrix corresponding to R and is
the probability limit of 1_ times
T
a ® LU' )
w. r n LWn ... r LW111 _
,11 1
V
,ml m
•
1 _w
11
r LW __ r  L wm lm 1 mm m
(10.6)
So the information matrix corresponding to M^R and
is
ßi 1 1
ß
(£,
W, -
1 ® A L U ' )k k,£ = 1, .., K
1
1 -
-
l
w m
" n L w i  •
r LW ml 1
. r n LW . ml m
r LW mm m
Again this will be diagonal if £ and R are.
But in addition to these three conditions, all of which are satisfied
by block diagonal R and £, there are two more. In moving from the
system in (10.1) and (10.2) to the series of systems (10.3) and (10.4)
we have left out all the non-diagonal terms of R : that is the R. , i ^ j.
il
To be able to do this without losing efficiency in estimation we must 
have two further conditions hold.
The first extra condition is that the MLE's of R^ and R ^  for 
i j be uncorrelated. If we let
= (I ® A. ) ; A, as defined abovek ir^ k k
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i-1
i
i-1
and M , , then MqR is a matrix containing the off (block)
* 1diagonal elements of R So the information matrix corresponding to
the diagonal elements M^R and the off diagonal elements M^R is
(Z 1 0 fi)M*3 o
, k -1 V %(A^ (Zkp 0 fi)A )
thThe (kx y,) element is
,-l
k,£ = 1,.., K
(Im. 0 A) (Zk
A typical element o
(Z"1 ( k£ 0 A Q ) k
-l
" (Ek£ 0 A. i i A \  k 3
But A^ A^_! = n . . .kl
V V V V 1
'l **'A £-1 A £fl *** Ak ]
cannot equal k, this typical element must be zero. So if Z and R are 
diagonal, (Z 1 0 t t ) is zero and the MLE's of R^ and R ^  , i ^ j, 
are uncorrelated.
*1 See Appendix 1011 for a fuller derivation of this result.
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The second extra condition is that the MLE's of R. . and 6* i ^ i.
i j ~ k
be uncorrelated. The information matrix corresponding to M R and
S. is the probability limit of _1 times
T
,-l
I r - r r*
tC-.LW. ...r _LWl 11 1 ml m
l
i  i
i
i
i
w
V
r LW. ...r LWV m 1 m l  mm m .
(10.7)
But M (E 1 © LU' )o [Ak (ZkJ © LU') ] k,£ = 1, . . , K
A typical element of the (k,£) element is
A.k (ER^ © LU') , j f k
(ERJ S A LU') , j / k
(E 1 ® LU .') , j ^ k ; U . as defined in (10.3)k£ 3 1
Assuming E is diagonal this will be zero for k ^ 
That it is zero for k = % is not quite so obvious.
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The term in braces in (10.7) will be block diagonal if R is.
Let be the k*'*1 block diagonal element of the term in braces assuming
R diagonal. Then, from the way that M is constructed, it is clear thato
plim 1_
•p-KO p
(I, ~ l & LU.' )C. is the kk j k
information matrix corresponding to vec R. and 3*v assuming that E and R] k ^ k
are diagonal. We require that this be zero. For it to be zero it is
I
necessary that Lth and be independent. But this will be the case if
tinthere are no current or lagged endogenous variables common to the j and 
thk subsystems. This is true in view of the diagonality of F and A. It 
follows that in addition to the assumption of the diagonality of T and A 
we only need, for statistical independence of subsystems, the diagonality of 
R and E.
The most obvious test for such diagonality is the likelihood 
ratio test. Unfortunately this test would involve the large scale 
inversions which we are wishing to avoid. It is not a feasible possibility 
A possible alternative is an adaptation of the original idea in Durbin [ 8] 
used throughout this thesis to test for serial independence. The problem 
here and the case covered by the aforementioned theory concerns testing 
the zeroness of one set of parameters (off diagonal elements of E and R) 
leaving another set free (the diagonal elements of E and R). The rest of 
this section applies Durbin's test to this problem. A computationally 
feasible test statistic is derived.
In deriving a test for the diagonality of E and R the first 
important point to notice is that E can be considered in isolation. This is 
because of a well known result (see for instance Dhrymes [5])stating that 
the covariance between the MLE's of E and all the other parameters is zero. 
Furthermore in view of Appendix 101, the test for the diagonality of E is 
essentially the same for both the serially correlated and uncorrelated
model. Since the latter is of some interest in itself we consider it first.
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Yr + Y A + XD + U
Formally the model is 
Y =
E , Y is T x m and E is m x m. We divide this into 
thK subsystems, the k of which is
\ ■ Vkk+ V-, V  + + \
where Cov{u^_.}
where Y, is T x m and Cov{ll , .} k k - k,t E, , where U, . is the t row of U, . kk ~k,t k
Here Eij
The breakdown into subsystems has effectively partitioned E into 
E =
; if j
1—
1 
rH
w
•
z x k
- • ^ K K
1, - , K is of dimension (n. x m.). We wish to testi 1
the zeroness of the off diagonal matrices E , j ^ i. Since E is symmetric
we need only consider the matrices below the diagonals.
To formulate the problem in the spirit of Durbin, let aif j
vec E.. , i > j. Further, letil
2j • j+i rj
*,j
Finally, let
2 1
~K-1
Let $ represent the remaining elements of E; that is, those
elements contained in E ^  . . . ., E . ^  Then we have a model yielding
likelihood L(a,$), and we wish to test Ho: a=0. Consider the following
'Durbin come Guilkey' estimator of a.
(1) Assume a = 0. Find the 3SLS estimators of T, , A. , and D for eachkk, kk kA
k separately. Hence obtain for each k separately
(2) Let Eij 1 U. U. T 1 3
i > j>
(3) Let a be formed from E. ., i > j, as a is from E. ,,i > i.i;j 1 J
The information matrix I A C 
C  B
-ij
corresponding to / a
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is in essence specified by t
plim - 1 32log L(a,3)
rp-x» T 3aij3akC.
plim - 1 32log L(a,3)
T-KO T 3a ... 9a,,
i j kk
plim - 1 32log L(a,3)
T-K» T 3a. . 3a.. n  kk
. + (crj V 1 +ojJaki), i +  j
k ^ £
-jk ^ki • -j. •a o , i ?  d
. ik ki 1 o Ö
If I is I evaluated under Ho with estimators consistent under o
Ho substituted for unknowns, then the' test static is
T a  A (A - C B-1 C ) ~XA a ~ o o  o o o  o ^
The remaining aim of this exercise to show how this can be 
evaluated easily.
ij
If we let Em = m ( p ) ,  then it is clear that under HOjO. . and
k=lk 13
hence 0 is non-zero only for
i and j both between 1 and m(l) 
or i and j both between m(l)+l and m(2) 
or i and j both between m(K-l)+l and m(K)- 
Note that m(l) = m, and m(K) = m.
The first implication of this is that = 0. To see this, consider the
part of the information matrix corresponding to the elements of E on the
one hand and E on the other. In fact take typical elements of the two rr
thmatrices. The (k,£) element of E is 0  , .. .. l0. Thepq m(p-l)+k , m(q-1)+/
(i, j) element of E is similarly O  . .. . . , .. The element ofJ rr 2 m(r-l)+i, m(r-l)+j
the information matrix corresponding to these two is
j, m(p-l)+k
m(q-l)+£, m(r-1)+j m(r-l)+i, m(p-l)+k
^m(q-l)+£, m(r-1)+i m(r-l)+j,
+ ö
But each of these is zero under Ho. The test statistic reduces to
A A A
Ta'A^a. The second implication is that Aq is diagonal to the extent that
the part of A^ corresponding to the elements in E on the one hand and
ththese in E on the other are zero. To see this, take the (k,£J element rs
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of £pq namely 0m(p_1)+k( m(q_1)+J, . and the (i,j) element of viz
0 . . . , . . .. . . . The element of the information matrix correspondingm(r-l)+i, m(s-l)+D
to these two is
gln(s-l)+j, m(p-l) +k m(q-l)+jl, m(r-l)+i
+ gm(s-l)+j, m(q-1) + £ gm(p-l)+k, m(r-l)+i
/s
This is zero. Letting A be that part of A corresponding to a ito,pq o ~pq,
follows that the test statistic reduces to
K K 
T E E
p q
p>q
a ' A a~pq o,pq ~pq
The third implication is that A (E-1) a (E"1) qq PP
—  l
o,
To see this, we show that the part of the information matrix corresponding
thto the elements in the'k column of E on the one hand and these in thepq
£** column on the other is [ (k, £)th element of (E *) ] S (E *)qq PP
This latter is proven if we can show that the element of the information
. • . th , th , , . thmatrix corresponding to the i element in the k column and the j
-t—
element of the £ column is
((k,£)th element of (E-1) ) x ((i,j)th element of (E_1)pp) (10.8)
thThe two elements are the (i/k) element of Z which is
th pqÖm(p-1) H-i,m(q-l) +k and the element of Epq which is
0 , , , . n n. The element of the information matrix correspondingm(p-1)+3, m(q-1)+£
to these two is
m(p-l)+kf m(q-1)+j m(q-l)+£f m(p-l)+i
+ gm(q-l)+k, m(q-l)+£ gm(p-l)+j, m(p-l)+i
... . m (q-1)+k, m(q-1)+£ m(p-l)+i, m(p-l)+j ,which equals o ö 1 under Ho using the
- lsymmetry of E and hence of E . But this is obviously just the quantity in 
(10.8) above. The third implication is proved. The test statistic reduces 
to
K K 
T E E
p>q
But there is one further simplification possible. Under Ho
a ((E j  a (E-1) )a ~pq qq ~pq
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(I"1)qq )qq
- i —  1 It follows that the final test statistic
is K K '_lT Z Z a (Z ß Z 1 ) a p>q ~pq qq pp ~pq
with a -)t2 distribution under Ho; p = ™ ^ .p _
The great advantage of this test is that it requires relatively 
small scale inversions. In fact the inversions necessary are so small that
one can offer the test in the case where not only is a matrix of order
2m too large to invert, but m is of such a size as to make an inversion of 
orderuncomfortable.
The only other test of the diagonality of Z is the likelihood 
ratio test, whether Z be the covariance matrix of the observable x or 
the unobservable U , But if we wish to test the diagonality of Z because 
m is too large, this is useless. The test described is a valid alternative 
in all cases, in particular to Anderson's likelihood ratio test (see
Anderson [3]).
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§10a. In which we extend our analysis to the serially 
correlated model.
As already pointed out, when we start with a serially correlated 
model, the daigonality of E is not enough. We need the simultaneous and
congruent diaconality of E and R.
The first point to note is that E can still be considered 
independently of the rest of the parameters. Furthermore, the derivation 
of Appendix 101 holds good for the serially correlated model as well as 
the serially independent one. The information matrix corresponding to the 
different elements of E is, therefore, the same as before. It follows that
./s.
if a.. is the 'Durbin1 estimator of vec E.., then, as before,
-ID 13
K-l K 
T E E 
j=l i=j+l 2ij (Zjj s za>?ij
will be y . 2 , p = m2 - Eta^ , under Ho : E diagonal.P _______ _
The difference, of course, is that the Durbin estimators a..-10
will be defined in a slightly different way in the context of a serially
correlated model. Also the consistent estimators ET^ will be slightly 
different. We proceed to formally define the model and the Durbin 
estimators.
The model is the same as in (la.l) and (la.2); that is
Y = Yr + Y_XA + X D + U (10a.1)
U = U ,R + E ;{Cev E .} = E (10a.2)— 1 —t
The subsystem is as in (10.3) and (10. 4)
11>1 YkFkk + Yk,-i &kk + x \  + h (10a.3)
uk - Uk,-! *kk + Ek r Cöv{!k,f} = zkk- (10a.4)
Here, as before, Y, ,k V \ , - l  3nd \  are T x W . The partitions•K
E = and R = Ri 1 Rik
ZK1 Ekk
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are induced. Both E. . and R. . are m. x t*ID ID i j
Consider the following Durbin estimators of Z. ., i>j and 'Durbin
ID
Type' es timators of R__ , i ^  j.
(a) Estimate each subsystem separately using the Hotanaka
A A A
method, outlined in section 9. This yields and
A
for each k = 1, , ♦ , K. Let
(i> k - \ -  vk k -
A A A A
(li) Ek ’ uk - Uk,-Ak
^ /s
(b) Assume = R^k and = U^. Bearing in mind that (10a.2) 
is assumed to be the true model and that (10a.4) is just
an equation we hope we can use without losing efficiency in 
estimation, we have that
(ui,-i • - • uk ,-i>
\ k
+ E.
=> Uk " \ , - l \ k  =(U1^,-1“  ~k-l,-lUk+l,-l* *UK,-1) \ l
\ , k-l
\,k+l
\ k
+ E.
Unider the assumption that f = r . A^ = A ^ ,  D - - R ^  we
then have
^  - V - A k = (ui,-,--uk-i,-i ’ UK,-1» + E,
\,k-l
k^,k+1
\ , K
IE we apply OLS to this equation we obtain the Durbin Type estimators of
\.i 1 * k-
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Furthermore if we let Z. . = 1 E. ' E. , then Y .  . is the Durbin
t  1 D ID
es timator of Zij
To obtain the R ^  we need to invert matrices of order
But this is inconsequential next to the inversions necessary for obtaining
th'.e Hatanaka estimates in the full model. They are also likely to be less
trouble than finding the Hatanaka estimates in the subsystems. The latter
wi ll involve inversions in the order of fix, .k
Bearing in mind the discussion at the beginning of this subsection 
10a , part of the test statistic for testing Ho: Z and R diagonal is
K- I K  / \  A
T Z Z a. (ZT. « E7M a. .~ 1 D  DD 1 1  ~ 1 DD = 1  i = D + l
where
/ \  / \  /N / \
a . . = vec 1 E . 1 E . and Z. . = 1 E .' E .
~1D T 1 3 11 t 1
It remains to find the covariance matrix of the estimators R...ID
Let Io be the information matrix, evaluated under Ho :
Z .and R diagonal, corresponding to M0R M^R and 3*, - ♦ , 3£ • We will recall
th.at M^R selects the off (block) diagonal elements of R and M^R
th<e (block) diagonal elements (see Appendix 10-11). Also 3£ is a vector
representing the structural parameters in , th the k subsystem (see the
discussion at the beginning of section 10) . Io can be represented
M0R M_R3
*
?.
*
2k
M R o M AM ' o o M0AM3' M Bo I V k
4»
m 3r M_AM ' 3 o m 3a m3' m 3b ( M3BK
*
B,
1
B M• o B iM 3 J l i ♦
0
*
2 k 4 ^ Y s
0 JKK
Table 10a.1
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Whiere A ] 1 & ß evaluated under Ho
Bk = plim 1_ (Z-1 ® LU')
T-Ko t
O
?k
O .
whiere is as defined in the discussion at the beginning of section 10 
and Z is diagonal as specified by Ho.
J is the kt^ diagonal element (matrix) of (10.5) evaluatedKK
untder Ho: Z and R diagonal. Remember that in the discussion beginning 
section 10 we showed that the diagonality of Z and R were the conditions 
suifficient for the diagonality of the information matrix given in (10.5).
IIf we let M M  = E, then we can write the information matrix o o
Taible 10a. 1 as
E F
F' G
(10a.5)
Frrom Durbin [8], we know that the covariance matrix of our M^R, is none 
ot:her than
E ‘ (E - F G H p')E~‘
amd the relevant lest statistic
A  I A
T (M^  R) ' E (E - FG_1F ' ) E (MoR)
In essence the test for diagonality has been fully specified.
Buit as indicated earlier, it is of no great use if it involves inversions 
of' large order. In fact we must consider inversions of matrices of order 
thiat of G and E unacceptable.
The remainder of this section shows that the test statistic can be 
computed without having to perform complex manipulations of 'large' matrices.
Ignoring for the moment the plim,
B = (Z-1 & LU')k
= Zj'j <a LU
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where has fti^ T rows and n (= no of structural parameters in k 
subsystem) columns.
So
M B  3 k
1
A, ‘e“1 a lU' ’ 0
* c..k
K
a * ^ k8LU'. 0
KL 8 LUk> s
where U, is residual matrix for the k substem and is T x |tl, . k k
It follows thatM 3(8^' * • B i s  a diagonal matrix with the k*"*1 diagonal 
element (E 1 0 LU')C of dimension x n .K »V K K K K
-1 M AM3' M3(B1 " V
r ' 1
?i 1M _ Jn  . '.  VK 3 1 J K K ,
-1
see equation 
(10a.5) and 
table 10a.1.
G ! G 2
-1
and its SE element is [G ^ - G^ G ^.
All we need to notice is that this matrix is block diagonal with k1
If we let G-1
V
(NW) L
L' (SE)
-I, then (E - F G F ) can be
written as
M AM* - M [AM' : B] 
0 0  o 3 (NW) L 
L' (SE)
m 3a
M '0
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where we have let (B . . . B ) = B. Expanding this we obtainX K
MqA1T - (MQAM^) (NW) ) - M^L'HjAM^
- M AMI L. B' M' o 3 o M B (SE)B' M' o o (10a.7)
In the discussion at the beginning of section 10 it was shown that A M q 
is zero. So the second, third and fourth terms above are zero. But the 
fifth term is
H oB(SE)B' H ' o = diag {Ak ( ^  8 lU'lC^iSEj^C' (E-“ 8 LU) A k }
where (SE)^k is the kth diagonal element of (SE). The kth diagonal element 
of M qB(SE) B ’M 0 ’ can be written
Ai (zk k s LÜ')ck(SE)kk ck (Zk k ®  LU) A j
U  j = If• •.fK 
i f j f k
The (i,j) element of this is
(Ä k  8 LU1 1 ck <SE)kk 8 LUj>
We should remember that we really have the probability limit of this. We 
have, till now, merely omitted the plim for convenience. As indicated before 
in the discussion succeeding equation (10.7), this plim is zero.
So plim 1_ M B(SE)B'M0 = 0
•p-K» p
_1and (E - FG F') = M .AM •' . The test statistic (10a.6) reduces to0 0
A
T (M0R) ' (M0AM 0' ) (M0A M ^ "1 (M0AM^' ) (MQR)
= T(M0R) ' (M0AMo ')(M:I)
It is shown in Appendix 10III that this in turn reduces to
/\
) r . u ~tj
K K A -l
T E E r .  ' (E. .
>
H- II M j=l DJ
where r = vec
R r
The
therefore
R - l  K ^ i *-i AT E E a ii (Ein ® Ej-4 L=j+i D 3
-1
K K /s /V A A
E E r .. (E71 ß n. ,)r..~ CI 11 11 ~ IIi=l j=l J J
i^j
/\ /s /\
where = 1  U ' U . The statistic has a ip2p distribution under Ho
ii —  i i T
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where p
K
2  ( m 2 - £
2 k=l
mk
2 } .
To perform this test one only needs inverses of order ,
k=l.. . , K to find the £, } and of order m - m, , k = 1, - . , K in order ' kk k
to find the estimates of the . But these will probably be 
insignificant next to the largest inversions that become necessary to find 
the Hatanaka estimates in separate subsystems. The degree of matrix 
inversion necessary is therefore acceptable.
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§ 10b An extension
Consider the case where F and A have not been specified a priori to
be zero and the particular diagonality we wish to test for has been
t hdecided by other means. In this case (10.1) implies that the k 
sybsystem is
Yl\ + Y A + XD + U, k - l k  k k (10b.1)
where F^, for instance is the k matrix column of F and may be
written lk
When we resort to (10.3) it is clear that we are iqnoring the T..'s andil
A^_.'s for i ^ j. We have so far decided that we need diagonal T, A,
R and I if the recourse to subsystems (10.3) and (10.4) is not lose any 
efficiency in estimation. When^ bear in mind that we are now, 
additionally, ignoring F__ and A_^_. i ^ j , do we need any further condition 
to ensure efficiency? The answer is no. Which is just as well because
there are no further conditions possible. The reason, briefly, is that
the part of the information matrix corresponding to the r and A^ _. , 
i f j and all other parameters is essentially equal to something of the
form p.lim 1 Y.' 0 Y. . See for instance equation (10.5). Clearly
1  / A/ ~1 w K
oo T
under the hypothesis that T, A, E and R are diagonal, these p.lims will 
be zero. We emphasize that the exogenous variables X are truly fixed 
and non-stochastic.
So now we have to extend our test of the diagonality of E and R to 
one of the diagonality of T, A, E and R. This part of the analysis is 
somewhat complicated because there will be elements of F and A specified 
a priori zero. For the moment we ignore this. We adjust for it later.
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The first job is to define the Durbin estimators of the off (block) 
diagonal elements of T and A.
/S ^  ~  ^
Let F , A , D and FI be the Hatanaka estimates for the k subsystem.KK KK K KK
a.
Let U
A
y - y r - Y
A /N
A - XD, as before-k k kk k,-•1 kk k
be written
K K KZ Y r + Z Y. A , + XD + Zn k ik i=l i=l i,-l ik k i=l
: have used Yi,-l and Y  ^ ^ interchange;
i,-1 ik
Y - Y r k k kk -lAkk Uk,-lRkk
K K K
z Y.r z Y. A., + Z il iki=l i=l i,-l ik .i=l
1 A 1?* It*
- XDk
U. R-v + Ei i,-l ik k (10b.2)
A /\
If we substitute 17, A,, , D . R, . and U. ., i=l, .., K into this kk kk k kk i,-l
equation and estimate the remaining parameters by 0LSf then the resultant
/ \  A A
estimates A ^  an<^  R^' are t i^e Durl:)in estimates. Also
A A A A
Z.. = 1 ElE. will be the Durbin estimator of the Z... E. is defined in 
T  1 3 11 i
the obvious way.
A point to note is that before carrying out OLS on (10b.2) with
estimates substituted, we can omit those variables left out by the a
priori restrictions on V and A. We then only estimate the non-zero
elements of the T . . and A...
11 il
Again ignoring the restrictions on T and A, the off diagonal elements
are selected by M T and M A and the diagonal elements by M T and m J  .o o 3 3
If we let C be equal to
(I S W) - (R1 8 LW)
Where W = (Y J Y J X) and W is W with Y replaced by Y, the deterministic 
part of its reduced form, then C is just a "filled-out" version of the 
matrix in braces in (10.6). In other words the matrix in (10.6) is 
just C with various columns dropped out in line with the a priori
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restrictions on T , A and D. But for the moment we are ignoring these 
restrictions. Obviously this matrix C has components corresponding to 
Y,Y and X. We can interpret these components as corresponding to f,
A and D. In fact we can rearrange the columns of this matrix C to 
obtain
r
A
C^ = (I 0 Y) - (R' 0 LY) corresponding to
(I 0 Y ^) - (R1 0 LY ) corresponding to
and = (I 0 X) - (R1 0 LX) corresponding to D
Note we are using two different but equivalent notations at the same time 
In fact LY = Y_^.
Referring to (10.6), it follows that the information matrix corresponding 
to R and T is p.lim _1 (Z  ^0 LU')C = B
ip->. oo <p I I
to R and A is p.lim 1_ (Z  ^0 LU')C^ = B^
oo f]1
to R and D is p.lim 1 (Z  ^8 LU')C_, = B,^ — d d•p->- 00 T
(Incidentally B =0, but this is not important to our argument). d
The information matrix can be written
M R o
M To
M A o
m 3r
M3r
m 3a
M R  M ro o M A o
M AM ' M B M ' M BXM ' o o  o y o  o o o
M B M ' o y o
M B.M ' O O O
Q'
m 3R m 3T M3A o
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The most important thing to notice is that when we impose Ho :
E, r , r, A diagonal and drop out the columns of Q and the rows and 
columns of S corresponding to parameters specified a priori zero, we 
find that 0 is equal to F defined in (10a.5) with some columns removed 
(those corresponding to M^T and M^A) and the remaining ones 
rearranged. A similar relation holds between S and Q. In view of this 
F G~1F' = O => QS_1Q 1 = O
The covariance matrix of Mo R
r
A
Ä
is therefore
M AM' M B M' M BrM ' o o  o y o o o o
M B M' o y o P
M B XM ' o o o
Under Ho : E, R, T, A diagonax.
Referring to (10.5) we see that P is the matrix
p. lim 1_
T -> oo T
So T E
X
M C' (E 1 0 I)C M'o y Y o
-lM C' (E o o 0 I)C M'Y o
M V  M' M V  oM'o YT o 0%0
M V. M' o o y  o M VrxM' O 00 o
M C  (E 1 0 I)CXM ' o Y 0 o
M C '(E_1 0 I)CXM ' O 0 0 o
E (M X) ' (M Z M' ) (M Y) o v o xy o o~y
(10b.3)
has a chi-squared distribution where x and y stand for R, T and A and
Z stands for the information matrix corresponding to x and y. xy ~
To evaluate this statistic more explicitly under Ho, note that
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B = p.lim 1 {(E 1 0 LU'Y) - (E 1 0 LU'LY) )rp -> 00 rp
p.lim 1_ { (Z 1 0 (LU'Y - LU'LY)) }
rp OO p
Under Ho : E, R, T, A diagonal, this has the same form as does 
A = E 1 0 ft, namely the kronecker product of block diagonal matrices. 
Under Ho the block diagonality of p.lim 1_ (LU'Y - LU'LY) is congruent
T  ->  00 rp
with the block diagonality of ft. The kth block diagonal element
(matrix) is p.lim 1 (LU'Y. - LU'LY,).—  k k k kT  -> oo t
A similar argument holds for . 
Furthermore w p.lim 1_ r(E 1 0 Y'Y) + (R'E 1R 0 LY'LY)
ip 00 f f  1
- 2(R'E 1 0 LY'Y) }
Again under Ho : V will be diagonal congruent with E 0 ft under Ho.
A similar argument will hold for V y. and V^.
Using an argument similar to that used in Appendix kill to show how
(M R)'(M AM')(M R) could be reduced, it follows that each term of the o o o o
sum in (10b.3) can be similarly reduced.
Each of B y  Bg, , V y  and can be expressed as Zi 0 Z2 where
thboth Z1 and Z2 are block diagonal under Ho ; the k block diagonal
thelement in each case being OL^  X YW^ . Let Z (i,j) be the (j block
thdiagonal matrix of Zi) 0 (the i block diagonal matrix of Z2).
Furthermore let y. . =  vec V. ., 6.. = vec A . . and r.. = vec R... Then~ 13 ID ~ ID iD ~ ID ID
(10b.3) reduces to
K K
T E E E E X. . Z (ij ) Y . .. . . -13 xy -IDx y i=l j=l
(10b.4)
The test statistic for testing Ho : E, R, T, A diagonal is (10b.4) with
consistent estimators substituted for Z (i,j).xy As an example of the
I—11 E-1
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consistent estimators to be used, if x and y stand for y and y so that 
Z = V , the consistent estimator for Z (i,i) isxy yy xy 'J
/ \ _  ^  A. a  A - A
{ (ZT1 0 Y! Y) + (R.: E.1 R.. 0 LYILY.)3 3 1 1  33 33 33 1 1
-1 —- 2 (R. \T.. . 0 LY!Y.S3D 33 i i ) >
Two final points need to be made. Firstly we need to add to (10b.4) 
the statistic corresponding to the off diagonal elements of Z.
Secondly in practice some of they^ _. and 6. . will be specified zero.
One merely omits the rows and columns of Z (i,j) corresponding to 
these. If p is the number of non-zero elements (a priori) in
j ; i > j , R„ ; i ? j , F _ ; i ? j and A „ 
statistic i s ^ p  under Ho.
; i ^ j, then the test
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APPENDIX 101
2To find 9 log L in the simultaneous equations
3 a 3 aij kl
model with covariance matrix X = ( a- •) ; a . .ij ji *
For both the serially correlated and serially uncorrelated
model, the log likelihood is of the form
log L = k - T log I Z I - 1 E ^ I -1 E— t 2 t.
where k is a constant with respect to X and Cov( e^ ) _ X
TConsider the term log |X| .If X ^  denotes the cofactor 
of a , . , then from Anderson [’3 ]
3 log |X| 2 . 1 ij 2 ö
ji
3 a ij hi
a ^  being the (j,i)^ element of X ^
So we want 3 a ^  . This is the (j,i)xn element of 3Xth
3akl
- 1
kl
But this equals -X  ^ 3 X X ^
u kl
Letting E be the matrix with a 1 in the (k,l)^ place and zeroKl
elsewhere, this reduces to 
- L  "1 \i E"' E - 1
The (j,i) ^ element of this is - a ^ a 1  ^ + a ^ a ^
1 1 7 .
So 32io C| i :| = -2  ( a 5k au  + a  j 1 a ki )
9<*ij 9 akl
So p . l i r n .  -  1 -T 9 2 l o g  | L | -  ( d*  a 1 1  + a9 1  a K 1  )
i l  k i
9a. . 9 a, ni j  k l
T h i s  i s  f o r  i  /  j  ; k  /  1 , ( i » j )  ^  ( k , l )  . I f  i  /  j ,  k  -  1 
92 l o g  [ L\ -  2 a ^ ( J k  so t h a t  p . l i m .  -1 -T 92 l o g  | ^ |
9a • • 
i ;j 3 a kk
e q u a l s
i k  Id.
-  a  a
C o n s i d e r  now
9 { ? t £  5 t . ^  5t
9 a • • 
i j
92 \  5 t .  1
T 2 9  ö . . 9 a ,,i l  kk
h e ‘ Z”1 e
t  ~ t .  ~ t .
■1
9 J i j  9 a k l
- 1
- 1
- 1
; 1E IT1 -  4. n. .
i j  i J
i j '
k l
- 1
' j i
- 1
E, L -1 + L 1E i T 1Eni d
k l i j  I k
'1E. . L - 1 + h “ 1E , l E -1 E d
i j l k  i j
'1E i d + h -1 E .. L ~ ] Enl XT1k l j i  l k
'1E . i d + E ~ 1E , Z ~ 1E . . i d
j i l k  j i ^ t .
There  a r e  e i g h t  v e r y  s i m i l a r  t e r m s .  Take t h e  f i r s t .
e: " V  . e "1e i. ' 1 1  £ ; = e ■ xe
~ t .[ i j  k l  J t . t . t .
= L Z £ x & 
p q t p  pq t q
Summing o v e r  t  and t a k i n g  p l im  ( —1 ) ( —1) h L L £ x £ 
t  p q t p  pq t q
T 2
g i v e s  +1 j. x  x
“  p q pq u pq
But X = ( t  ' e , t  1 ) t  ( t  ' e £  1 )
i j  k l
- 1 •1
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So X = 1 i v -1a h 3.
L
• -i
1 kv -1
a L i.
a mh  :1L J • ^
mkv -1
. a  2 i.
where L is m ra and L  ^ is the row of L ^
So X li jk ~1 a a L 1.
mi jkv, -1 
a a 1 1. ,
Therefore x
pq
o1*1 a^ka lq and the p lim is
. * v v pi iq+1 L l a o a +1 a U a Jk
P q
2 2 
A similar argument for all terras gives us 
p lim (- 1) t- 1 ) J_ £ e ^ i f 1 £ t. = + 1 [ li jk ki jla a + a a
T -*> oa 2 T p + ik 11 , jl ki ^ + a a + a a
. lj ik . kj il+ a a + a a
ik lj il kj ]+ a a + a a J J
, . , . „/ jk li jl ki \which equals + 2\ <j $ + q a ).
Again this is for i ^ j , k ^ 1 . If k = 1, we have that
= + 2 aj Vlim j- 1)[- 1 ) 92{e ' z e .) • ° -ik -klt. ~ t.
9a 3a 
ij kk
It follows finally that
p lim - 1 32 log L = + ( a^k a 11 +a ^  akl ) i / j , k / 1
1 _> °° T 9 a. . 9aij kl
p lim - 1 9^  log L
T ‘>~  T 3«ij 3 ^ k
+ a jka ki i / j . •
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APPENDIX 1011 
Let R be partitioned as R =
ij
Let 0. . be an m. x ra. zero matrix.i»3 1 3
Let 0^ _ be an el x m zero matrix.
Let 0.1 be (0 • • . 0. )k k k
R11 r ik:
A i r kk
3e m X m. Let vec
m1 times
thThen the k column of R _  will be obtained by pre-multiplying R by
(o1 .. o k 1 : o. .. o. : o. , o. . . i o. o. , :i l . i  l . i,1 1,1-1 1,1+1 l,k .
k-1 times
Let A. (0
if1
o. .. o. : o<?+1i l . i
m.-k times 3
•° °i,i-1 Imi °i,i+1 "  °i,l3
0. )1
Then the k column of R. . is selected by13 J
(o? .. O f 1 : o. .. o. : a . : o. .. o. : o?+1 .. oK) 1 1 . 1  1 . 1 . 1  1 . 1  1
k-1 times m.-k times3
Furthermore vec R. .
13 is selected
o] .. O'?“ 1 A 0. .. 0 o k 1 .. ojl l i i l
o 1 .. oj- 1 ^i ^i * * 0 o^+1 .. o]i 1
•
l
•
•
0? .. oj_1 €•Oo A.
•
o^+1 .. o]L 1 1 1 1 l
Letting A? = (I 0 
m3
A^ .) , it is the
elements of R_; more specifically equals vec R__. It follows further
that if we pre-multiply R Ly
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0 A,
0 A'j-1
Ö
Ö+1• •
6 jA o
(o 0)
0 A. . 0 
3'
i
we will obtain the off (block) diagonal elements of the matrix 
column of R. More specifically
(0 A'^ 0) vec R . .
13
vec R . . .
3-1,3
vec R ., . . 
3+1,3
vec Rk .
The matrix M then selects all the off-diagonal
of R (block) column by (block) column,
A similar argument shows that if M^ is the matrix
.1
3 1 .
4
then
y vec R 11
vec
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To show (H R )' (M. AM.') (M R )O 0 0-0
- 1K K _X L r! .(l* . . ® 0,) t . .i=1 j=1 -'ij
Let r. . = vec R. . -ij ij
’1 j
r. , .
tJ
j+1 t j
Then r M R. .0
A
Furthermore M. = diag(A , ,A v) and A - 1
Under Hn L ~1= diag( , Lv-J)KK-
diag( fi . . , )11 KK
Clearly r'(lLAM')r=: f r,' (Ak (£ ~1 » «JAk V~ 0 0 ~ ~k kk °
where Jl0 = diag( fin i * - ' »^k*)
Consider A ‘( A. . ® )AC which may be written askk o
1
k-1
,k
(L~1 0 fi ) (Ak ' . . A I }k-1 k+1 * Ak * )* AK '
The (i,j)^k element of this is
^ (4 •«>$' Um 0 A )( £ 0 ^ )(lm 0 Amk 1 kk ° mk
-1
1 , ,1 ® (0 • • In, • • 0)
j and *  "1 &  S l u for i
-1
kk
i | K
L 0 ^ )A r = L r!kk ° «vk i=1^lk
i^k
The result follows.
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§ 11 A concluding section : Validity of the model
Hitherto we have always assumed the form of the error model. All 
the analysis so far described is conditional on the validity of the 
assumed error model. Specifying a long autoregression only partially 
alleviates the problem. It would be useful to have a simple test for 
the validity of our autoregressive model. Such a test is described 
in the following paragraphs.
Assume the following regression model is true 
Yt = Ot Yt-1 + 3xt + Ut
Ut = put-i + Et , V(Et) = a
(11.1) and (11.2) may be combined
Yt = (a+p) Yt-1 - apYt-2 + 3xt - ßpxt-l + Et 
= 61 Yt-1 + 62Yt-2 + 63xt + 64Xt—1 4- Et 
If (11.2) is correct the following restriction holds between the 
6 ' s
~ 62 63 6 u 61
=  0
(11.1)
(11.2)
(11.3)
h (61,62,63 , 64) 4X  —
6~4 63
An equivalent form is
h* (61,62, $3, <$4) = 64^ + 616^63
We can test the validity of (11.2) by testing h* = 0 on the presumption 
that each possible error model will have its own characteristic 
restrictions.
The Wald test of the constraint equation specification of 
restrictions as described in Aitchison and Silvey [1] is applied to 
test h* = 0 as follows:
A I
Let 6 be the OLS estimate of 6 = (61 62 63 64) in (11.3)
) = 1 (X1X)
------  Z Z T
Let ß „ = -1 e ä 92log hT 9 69 61
where X =
1 - 2' X, x_x)
Let H , be the vector with i^ 1^6 96
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-s32
6164 — 2 62 ^ 3 
264 + (51 <5 3
/\ _
Then if h* = 0 is true Th(6) [ ' B”1 ] h(6) has a Chi-squared
~  6 6 6 xone distribution asymptotically. If we let = (Y - X5) '(Y - x6) ,
2S e 2then - ^ 2-- is^'(T-4). Therefore
£ _i -11 h (6) [ Ha ' (X' X) ] h (6) % F
F 7  ~ 6 6 U/i
This provides a test of Ho : Ut = pUt-1 + Et
Three points of interest concerning this test. Firstly it does not 
involve estimation of a serially correlated model. Secondly it can be 
interpreted as a test of (11.1) and (11.2) together. For predictive 
purposes it is really only the combined form of the two equations that 
is important. Thirdly, the method can easily be extended to cover 
further lags and endogenous variables. When the number of exogenous 
variables is large one can reduce the computational burden by noting 
that the relationship between the parameters on the lagged Y's and on 
each X and its lags will be the same. So if some of the exogenous 
variables are independent of the others, one can, without loss of 
efficiency, ignore them.
It should be pointed out that the approach described above is one 
which has been considered previously in the literature. See for 
instance [17]. I believe, though, that Wald's test of non-linear 
restrictions is much simpler than the likelihood ratio test usually
used.
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